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(2.) Version History* 

Version 1.00 (2/15/05-5/22/05) 
Started. Put in just about everything about this game. It took me many hours 
of work to do this including one 2 month-long break. For right now I am done 
but when I get around to it, I will add a few more things. 

Version 1.1 (6/2/20) 
I fixed a few mistakes I made. Added a few things. 

Version 1.2 (7/16/05) 
Added a new section(Thanks to Jessica Hopper), added in the FAQ section, fixed 
a few mistakes. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

      /^^^^^^^^^^^^^\ 
(3.) | Introduction* | 
      \_____________/ 

I recently submitted a gift guide. It got rejected because someone made one 
before I submitted mine. While I was putting information into it, I kept 
thinking of more stuff I wanted to put that didn't really have anything to do 
with gifts. So, since they didn't accept my gift guide I decided to make a full 
guide. This will only be my second guide so far. Since it is only my second I 
will appreciate any helpful hints, corrections, questions, comments, 
complaints, or information I haven't included in this guide yet, through email. 
I hope this guide includes what you are looking for, if not, check again later 
and it might be there. 



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

      /^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^\ 
(4.) | In The Beginning...* | 
      \..................../ 

The story starts out with you wandering on to an old man's farm. He invites you 
and your family to stay on the farm for vacation. Right before you leave he 
asks you to write to him.  

Years later you come back to the farm looking for the old man because he has 
not written you back in a while. When you get there the mayor tells you that 
the old man has passed on. He also tells you that the old man has left you his 
farm in his will. You have a short conversation with the mayor and then 
suddenly you wake up in the house on the farm the next day. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

      /^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^\ 
(5.) | Your Character* | 
      \_______________/ 

Your character, of course, is you. You get to name him and give him a birthday. 
You also get to name his dog and the farm. Your character's history is in the 
city with your parents. He grew up in the city. A chance meeting with an old 
man while on a vacation leads to him getting the farm 

                                            _______ 
                       /^^\___/^^\          |/   \| 
(5a.)                  --|     |--Appearance|  |  | 
                         |     |            |  |  | 
                         |_____|            |  |  | 

Your character is wearing a blue backwards hat, overalls, brown boots, gloves 
and an orange rucksack(backpack). 

                              _             __  
(5b.)                       _| |_          /  \ 
                           |_   _|Controls(    ) 
                             |_|           \__/   

Menus: 
To open the menu section press start. To open a particular menu press the 
following:

Diary-Select it in the menus section. 

Rucksack-Press "A" and "B" at the same time 

World Map-Press and hold "L" and press "START" 

Farm Map-Press and hold "L" and press "SELECT" 



Earnings-Press "SELECT" 

Moving your character: 
To move your character, simply press the directional buttons. You can make him 
run by holding down the "R" button. You can make him permanently run by going 
to your diary, going down to "Buttons" and changing it from "1" to "2". 

Controls with items: 
To pick up an item press "A" while standing beside it. To throw the item away 
press "A" while holding it. To eat the item(if it is food) press and hold "L" 
then press "B". 

Rucksack controls: 
To put items in your rucksack press"B" while holding the item. To take items 
out of your rucksack press and hold "L" then press "A". 
While you are on the rucksack menu, you can scroll by simply pressing the 
directional buttons. To select and item press "A". To move from one side of 
the menu to the other press "L" or "R". 

Tool Controls: 
To use a tool, equip it and press "B"(you can't have anything in your hands). 
To swith tools press and hold "L" then press "B". To charge a tool press and 
hold "B" then release it when you reach the level of power that you want to 
use. 

Whistling:
To whistle press "L". 

                               _________ 
(5c.)                        /|\Rucksack\ 
                            ||| |-------| 
                            ||| |       | 
                             \|_|_______| 

When you first start the game you have a rucksack that you can keep tools and 
items in. 

Your rucksack starts out with 3 spaces to keep tools and 3 spaces for items 
(including the spot for holding the item). 

You can buy bigger rucksacks at the supermarket. The first one you can buy 
costs 3000g and increases your holding capacity to 5 spaces on each side. The 
second and last one you can buy increases the holding capacity to 9 spaces on 
each side.

(5d.)                     \|/                     \|/ 
                         -----Stamina and Fatigue----- 
                          /|\                     /|\ 

~~Stamina~~ 
Stamina is the amount of Healthy Energy you have. As you work throughout the 
day, your stamina will go down. You wake up every morning with about 100 
stamina points. Doing different things takes away different amounts of stamina. 
Some tools take away more than others. 



~Your character will show signs letting you know about how much stamina you 
have left.
-When he wipes his forehead, he has about 50 points left. 
-When he slumps over a little bit, he has about 25 points left. 
-When he sits down he has about 10 points left. 
-When he falls down completely he has 0 points left. 

~When you eat power berries your max stamina will increase permanently by 5 
 points 

~~Fatigue~~ 

Fatigue is how tired your character is. After you use all of your stamina you 
will start to get fatigue. The number of fatigue points you get will increase 
with the amount of work you do after you use all of you stamina. If you get 
50 points of fatigue your character will pass out. 

~Your character will show signs letting you know about how much fatigue you 
 have. 
-When he shakes his head, he has about 25 points. 
-When his face turns blue he has about 40 points. 
-When he passes out he has about 50 points. 

~When you eat the Blue Mystic Berry(SEE POWER BERRIES SECTION) the max amount 
 of fatigue you can get without passing out will increase. 

~When you pass out you will end up at the Clinic, and it will be the next day. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

      /^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^\ 
(6.) | Getting Started* | 
      \________________/ 

On your first day you need to explore the town, meet the villagers, get used to 
the map, and plant your first seeds. You should start buy heading out the North 
exit of your farm. Go to as many buildings as you can and meet all of the 
villagers you find in them. As you make your way around the village you will 
come by the store in the middle of the most Northern part of the village. You 
need to go here in order to buy seeds to plant on your farm.  

Seeds will be the big moneymaker on your farm for at least the first few 
seasons and maybe the first year. As you enter the store you should see the 
seeds in the middle of the room(for other information on the store go to the 
VILLAGE section). Walk up to them and press "A".  You have a choice of Turnips, 
Potatoes, Cucumbers, and Grass. Do not worry about the grass for now(for 
information on it go to the ANIMALS section). You have 500g and can buy 2-3 
packages of seeds. It is your choice to which ones you buy, but I advise that 
you go with buying 3 packages of Turnip seeds, seeing as they grow the fastest 
and cost the least. You can make a pretty good profit off of turnips compared 
to the other seeds(see CROPS section for more details). Once you buy them they 
will be put into the tools part of your rucksack, unless it is full, then it 
will be sent to you toolbox(see YOUR FARM section for more details). 

Now explore the rest of the village and return to your farm when you want to 
plant your seeds.(Go to the CROPS section to learn how to plant your crops). 



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

      /^^^^^^^^^^\ 
(7.) | Your Farm* | 
      \__________/ 

On your farm you start out with your small house, a mailbox, a shipping bin, 
a barn, a stable, a wood bin, a chicken coop, an apple tree with a beehive, a 
water hole, and a huge field.  

                           {Your Farm Map} 

  |^^^^^^^^^^^^^^       ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^| 
  |        |^^^|B       [D]|^^^^^^|      |^||^^|                | 
  |        |_A_|           |__E___|      |F||_G|                | 
  |                                                             | 
  |                                                             | 
  |         [C] |^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^|  | 
  |             |                                            |  | 
  |             |                                            |  | 
  |        /^^\ |                                            |  | 
_ | {H}    \_I/ |                                            |  | 
 \|  |          |                     K                      |  | 
 ||             |                                            |  | 
 ||             |                                            |  | 
 |||^|^^^|      |                                            |  | 
L| |_|_J_|      |                                            |  | 
 |              |____________________________________________|  | 
 |_                                                             | 
   \__________   _______________________________________________| 
\______L______| |_____________________L__________________________ 

A. House: 

Your house includes a bed, a diary, a tv, a table, and a toolbox. You will be 
able to get more stuff in your house once you expand it. Every Morning you will 
wake up at the table and automatically eat something for breakfast. Your 
toolbox already has 5 tools in it. The tools are: watering can, hoe, hammer, 
axe and sickle(see TOOLS section for more information on them). To use the tv 
simply walk up to it and press "A". There are four stations. Press UP to get 
the weather station, RIGHT to get the upcoming events station, DOWN to get the 
life on the farm station and LEFT to get the miscellaneous station(see TV SHOWS 
section for more information). The bed is self explanatory. Use the diary to 
save your game. 

B. Mailbox: 

You will get mail in your mailbox every once in a while. You will usually get 
mail at the beginning of the season, but you will also recieve mail for 
announcements from the villagers.  

C. Shipping Bin: 



Once you leave your house on the first day, Zack will explain the shipping bins 
to you. 

D. Dog House: 

This really serves no purpose because your dog never uses it. It's only for 
decoration. 

E. Barn: 

You will use your barn to keep cows and sheep in once you can afford to buy 
them. You will find eight spots to put food(fodder) in to feed your cows and 
sheep. You will also find a spot at the top area of the barn where the food is 
stored(see ANIMALS section for more information). There is also a shipping bin 
in the barn. 

F. Wood Bin: 

Your Wood bin is between the barn and stable. When you chop wood it will 
automatically go to the bin. You can take it out buy walking up to it and 
pressing "A". 

G. Stable:

The only reason you have a stable is to keep your horse in on 
rainy days(when you get it, see ANIMALS section). 

H. Apple Tree: 

Your apple tree will have a beehive that you can get honey from everyday. You 
can ship honey. It will also produce apples during the fall. 

I. Water Hole: 

Use it to fill your watering can. 

J. Chicken Coop: 

You will use your chicken coop to keep chickens in once you can afford to buy 
them. You will find four spots to put chicken feed in to feed your chickens. 
You will also find an incubator to put eggs in so they can hatch into baby 
chicks(see ANIMAL section). You will also find a spot where the chicken feed is 
stored. There is also a shipping bin in the chicken coop. 

K. Huge Field: 

You can use your field to plants crops in. You can also use it to plant grass 
to let your cows and sheep graze in(see ANIMALS section). 

L. River: 

You can go fishing there. 



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

      /^^^^^^^^^^^^\ 
(8.) | The Village* | 
      \____________/ 

In this section I will describe all of the buildings and areas of the map and 
the villagers you can find there. 

(8a.)                       {Northern Village Map} 

                                                           |^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^| 
                                                           |           ||^^|| 
                                                           |     I     ||_H|| 
                                                           |           |    | 
                                                           |            \  / 
                                                           |______ _____|  | 
                                                           |      |     |  | 
|^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^|      |  G  |  | 
| ---------        ---   ---        ----     ----          |      |_____|  | 
||_A__|__B_|______|_C_| |_D_|______|__E_|---|_F__|_________|_______     ___| 
|                                                                          | 
|                                                                          | 
|    /^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^\   /^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^\   | 
|    |                      ___________ |   |                          |   | 
|    | ---                 |           ||   |                          |   | 
|    ||   | __ ______      |           ||   |                          |   | 
|    ||_J_||__|      |     |     K     ||   |                          |   | 
|    |__   __________|_____|___________||   |__________________________|   | 
|                                                                          | 
|                                                                          | 
|    /^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^\   | 
|    |                                                          --------    -- 
|    |                                                         |              | 
|    |           ------                                        |      N       R 
|    | ----     |      |                                       |              | 
|    ||    |    |  M   |                                       |_______     __| 
|    ||__L_|____|      |_______________________________________________|   | 
|                                                                          | 
|                                                                          | 
|                                                                         / 
|    |^^^|^^|^^^^^^^   ^^^^^|^^^^^^^^^^^^^|    |^^^^^^^^^^   ^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
|    |   |  |          |^^^||             |    |   |^^^^^|    |^^^^^^^/^^\| 
|    |   |  |    O     |___||             |    |___|_____|    |_______\__/| 
|    |   |__|               |             |    |   >                  /  \| 
|    |   |__            ___ |             |    |   >        P         \__/| 
|    |   |__|__________[___]|_____________|    |___>______________________| 
|    |   /            Q                   |    |             Q             
|    |  |  /------------------------------|    |---------------------------  

A. Anna, Basil, and Mary live there. 

B. Library: Ran by Mary. Has many helpful books. 

C. Ellen and Stu live there. 



D. Mayor Thomas and Harris live there. 

E. Store: Ran by Jeff, Sasha, and Karen. You can buy seeds, cooking ingredients 
          and miscellaneous items there. 

          Seeds:Turnips-Spring 
                Potatoes-Spring 
                Cucumbers-Spring 
                Onions-Summer 
                Tomatoes-Summer 
                Corn-Summer 
                Sweet Potatoes-Fall 
                Eggplants-Fall 
                Carrots-Fall 
                Grass-All Seasons 

          Cooking Ingredients:Bread-100g 
                              Riceballs-100g 
                              Curry Powder-50g 
                              Flour-50g 
                              Oil-50g 
                              Chocolate-100g 
                              Dumpling Powder(Muffin Mix)-100g 

          Miscellaneous Items-Basket-5000g 
                              Rucksack M-3000g 
                              Rucksack L-5000g 
                              Blue Feather-1000g 

F. Clinic: Ran by the Doctor and Elli. You can get a checkup or buy medicine 
           there. 

           Checkup-50g 

           Medicine:Bodigizer-500g 
                    Bodigizer XL-1000g 
                    Turbojolt-1000g 
                    Turbojolt XL-2000g 

G. Church: Carter lives here. You can confess or get cursed tools removed there 

            Confession: You can only confess on Mondays Wednesdays, and Rainy 
                        days between 1pm and 4pm 

            Remove Cursed Tools: 1000g 

H. The Harvest Sprites live there. 

I. This is an area behind the church that you can go into during the fall to 
   collect herbs after you become friends with Carter. 

J. Aja Winery: Ran by Duke and Manna. You can buy Wine and Grape Juice there. 

               Grape Juice-100g 
               Wine-300g 

K. Inn: Ran by Doug and Ann. You can order food during the day and drink at 
        night. You can use the phone to order items from the Shopping Network. 
        Gray, Cliff, and Kai stay here, Van and Lou(Ruby) will be here after 



        you link. 

        Use Phone:10g 

        Food:Water-0g 
             Box Lunch-500g 
             Salad-300g 
             Apple Pie-300g 
             Cheesecake-250g 
             Cookies-200g 

L. Blacksmith Shop: Ran by Saibara. You can upgrade your tools there. You can 
                    buy more tools, jewelery, the Mayonnaise Maker, the Cheese 
                    Maker, and the Yarn Maker there. 

                    Level Up Tools:Copper-1000g 
                                   Silver-2000g 
                                   Gold-3000g 
                                   Mystrile-5000g 

                    Brush-800g 
                    Milker-1500g 
                    Sheers-2100g 

                    Makers: Mayonnaise, Cheese, Yarn-20000 

                    Jewelery-1000g 

M. Empty Lot: You can get Gotz to build you a town cottage there for 
              100,000,000g and 999 lumber. 

N. Town Square: Most of the festivals will be held there. 

O. Poultry Farm: Ran by Lillia, Rick, and Popuri. You can buy chickens, chicken 
                 feed, and animal medicine there. You can also sell chickens. 

                 Chicken Feed-10g 
                 Animal Medicine-1000g 
                 Chicken-1500g 

P. Yodel Farm: Ran by Barley. May also lives there. You can buy cows, sheep, 
               fodder, miracle potion, and animal medicine there. You can also 
               sell sheep and cows. 

               Fodder-20g 
               Cow-5000g 
               Sheep-4000g 
               Cow Miracle Potion-3000g 
               Sheep Miracle Potion-3000g 
               Animal Medicine-1000g 
               Bell-500g 

Q. River 

R. Entrance to Beach 

(8b.                             {Beach Map} 
  __________________________________________ 



 ||       |        |            | 
 ||       |        |            |   ______ 
 ||   A   |        |     B      | /       | 
 ||_______|[] [===]|____________| \_______| 
 |                           ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^| 
 |                           _______C_______| 
 |                             | 
 |____                        | 
      |                       | 
      |                       | 
 ||===|                       | 
 ||===|                       | 
 |                     _______/ 
 |                    /    
 |                   |               D 
 |                   | 
 |                   | 
 |                   | 
 |                   | 
 |                   | 
 |                   | 
 |                   | 
 |                   | 
  \__________________| 

A. Kai's Shack: Kai sells food here in the summer. 

B. Zack's House: Zack lives here. Won runs a shop here 

C. Dock 

D. Ocean 

(8c.                             {Southern Map} 

              /^^^^^^\ 
             /        \ 
|            |   A    | 
|             \__  __/ 
|/^^^^^^^\    |___   ^| 
|         \_______|   / 
|                    | 
|                     \            F 
|____________/^^^\__   |         |||| 
|              G    |  |         ||||_________|  |_________________________|  | 
|^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^|   ^^^| D  |wwww         |  |          G              |  | 
|  /       ___       \     |     \____________|  |_________________________|  | 
| |       /   \       |    |_________         |  |_________________________|  | 
| |       \_B_/       |    |  |/    \|        |         ______________   |    | 
| |   __              |    |  |      |        /|       <______________\__/    | 
| | _/  |___  C      /     |__|\__E_/|       / /                ___           | 
| | _       \___/^^^^      |              |\ \|                | H | ====    / 
(_)  \_                     \           _/  \                  |___|         | 
| |    \_       _____        \        _/   _/                               / 
| |      \_____/     \ J __   \______/____/   _____________________________/ 
| |                   (_)  \                _/ 
|\ \_________________/  /   \             _/ 



| \(_)_________(_)_____/     \___________/ 

A. Mother's Hill 

B. Winter Mine 

C. Lake 

D. Entrance to Spring Mine 

E. Hot Spring 

F. Waterfall 

G. River 

H. Woodcutter's House: Gotz lives here. You can get gotz to expand buildings on 
                       your farm there.(see BUILDING UPGRADES section.) 

J. Entrance To Secret Path: There is a HUGE boulder blocking the way to this 
                            path. Once you get the cursed hammer, you will be 
                            able to break it. During the fall you will find 2 
                            truffles in this path. Other than that, it is there 
                            for no reason. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

      /^^^^^^\ 
(9.) | Tools* | 
      \______/ 

                                 ~~~~~~^~~~~~~ 
(9a.                           | Regular Tools | 
                                 ~~~~~~v~~~~~~ 
                          
You start out with five basic tools that you can find in your toolbox when you 
start the game include the Watering Can, Hoe, Hammer, Axe, Sickle, and 
pedometer.

Watering Can: 

Used to water crops. 

Hoe: 

Used to till the soil in your field before you plant your seeds. Also used in 
the mines to dig(see MINING section). 

Hammer: 

Used to smash rocks. Also used to flatten tilled soil. Also used to smash 
ruined fences. 



Axe: 

Used to chop sticks and stumps to collect lumber. 

Sickle: 

Used to cut weeds. Also used to cut grass you've grown and turn it into fodder 
for your cows and sheep. 

Pedometer:

Used to record the number of steps you take.(Kindof useless) 

(9b.) Extra Tools 

There are more tools you get that you don't start out with. They are the 
fishing pole, brush, milker, wool sheers, and a bell. 

Fishing Pole: 

To get it you must have one open space in your rucksack for a tool. Then you 
must go to the beach and enter Zack's house. There will be a cutscene(see 
CUTSCENES section) and Zack will give it to you. If a different cutscene 
happens, just exit after it is done and reenter.  
Used to catch fish(see FISHING section). 

Brush: 

Buy it from the Blacksmith. 
Used to keep a nice, healthy coat on your horse, cows, and sheep. 

Milker: 

Buy it from the Blacksmith. 
Used to get milk from your cow. 

Wool Sheers: 

Buy it from the Blacksmith. 
Used to cut wool off of sheep. 

Bell:

Buy it from Yodel Farm(see VILLAGE section). 
Used to call your cows and sheep. They will come to you when you ring it. 

(9c.) Leveling Up 



All of them start out as normal, but as you use certain tools more and more, 
you get more experienced with them and can eventually level them up. The tools 
you can level up are the Watering Can, Hoe, Hammer, Axe, Sickle, and fishing 
pole. To level them up you must take them to the blacksmith and he will do it 
for you. Once you get 100% experience you can level it up the first time, 200% 
for the next level, then 300%, then 400% to get it to the last level. In order 
to level them up you must get ore from the Spring Mine(see MINING section). 

-Once you get 100% you need to take the tool, a copper ore and 1000g to the 
blacksmith. 
-When you get 200% you need to take the tool, a silver ore and 2000g to the 
blacksmith. 
-When you get 300% you need to take the tool, a gold ore and 3000g to the 
blacksmith. 
-When you get 400% you need to take the tool, a mystrile ore and 5000g to the 
blacksmith. 

Any time you level up a tool you can charge it by pressing and holding the "B" 
button. Charging tools will produce greater effect on the use of them. 

Effects of Leveling Up: 

X represents squares affected by tool. 

--Watering Can: Water a greater amount of squares at one time. 

Level 1: 1 square  X 

Level 2: 3 squares  XXX 

Level 3: 6 (2X3) Squares  XXX 
                          XXX 
  
Level 4: 9 (3X3) Squares  XXX 
                          XXX 
                          XXX 

Level 5: 15 (3X5) Squares XXXXX 
                          XXXXX 
                          XXXXX 

--Hoe: Till more squares at one time(X represents spaces tilled) 

Level 1: 1 Square  X 

Level 2: 2 Squares  X 
                    X 

Level 3: 3 Squares  X 
                    X 
                    X 

Level 4: 5 Squares  X 
                    X 
                    X 
                    X 
                    X 



                    
Level 5: 6 Squares  X 
                    X 
                    X 
                    X 
                    X 
                    X 

--Hammer: Break Bigger Rocks in fewer hits. 

Level 1: Can Only break Small Stones 

Level 2: Can Break Big Rocks in 3 charged hits. 

Level 3: Can Break Boulders in 6 charged hits. 

Level 4: Can Break Boulders in 3 charged hits 

Level 5: Can Break Big Rocks in 1 charged hit and Boulders in 2 charged hits. 

--Axe: Chop Tree stumps in fewer hits. 

Level 1: Can only chop sticks 

Level 2: Can chop stumps in 6 charged hits. 

Level 3: Can chop stumps in 3 charged hits. 

Level 4: Can chop stumps in 2 charged hits. 

Level 5: Can chop stumps in 1 charged hit. 

--Fishing Pole: Catch more variety of and bigger fish. 

Level 1-5: Can catch more variety of fish. Greater chance of catching more big 
           fish the higher the level is. 
            

(9d.) Cursed Tools 

Once you level up all of the tools to Mystrile level you will be able to find 
the Cursed tools in the winter mine(see MINING section).  

Cursed Tools are more powerful versions of your tools that, once equiped, 
cannot be unequipped unless removed by Carter or Blessed. 

Once you get them you will be able to uncurse them. After you uncurse them you 
can upgrade them 1 more time by getting the Mythic stone from the Spring Mine 
(see MINING section) and taking it, the blessed tool, and 20,000g to the 
Blacksmith. 

Cursed/Blessed Effects 

-Cursed/Blessed Watering can: 78 Squares (6X13) XXXXXXXXXXXXX 
                                                XXXXXXXXXXXXX 



                                                XXXXXXXXXXXXX 
                                                XXXXXXXXXXXXX 
                                                XXXXXXXXXXXXX 
                                                XXXXXXXXXXXXX 

-Cursed/Blessed Hoe: 36 Squares (3X12) XXXXXXXXXXXX 
                                       XXXXXXXXXXXX 
                                       XXXXXXXXXXXX 

-Cursed/Blessed Hammer: You can now break the Huge Boulders by the lake. 

-Cursed/Blessed Axe: All of the tree stumps and sticks in the area are chopped. 

-Cursed/Blessed Fishing Pole: You can catch the 6 King Fish and the Pirate 
                              Treasure and Fossil(see Fishing section). 

Here is what you have to do in order to Bless each Cursed tool: 

Ax-Use 255 times 
Fishing Pole-Use 255 times 
Watering Can-Have Carter remove it 11 times. 
Hoe-Have Carter remove it 11 times 
Hammer-Have it Equipped for 11 days straight. 
Sickle-Have it Equipped for 11 days straight. 

(9e.) Mythic Tools 

                  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!COMING SOON!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

       /^^^^^\ 
(10.) |Crops* | 
       \_____/ 

Planting crops will probably be your biggest money maker for at least the first 
couple of years. You can get seeds from the supermarket. Each bag of seeds 
takes up a 3x3 section adding up to 9 spaces. 

                            __                __ 
(10a                        \/                \/ 
                           /^^\Types of Crops/^^\ 
                           \S_/              \_C/ 

There are a total of 15 different crops. There are 5 for every season except 
Winter, you can not grow crops in Winter. The crops are all different in the 
way that they take different amounts of time to grow and there selling prices 
are different. Some crops will grow back without you having to plant more seeds 



after you harvest them. You can also plant flowers, I will list them at the end 
of this section. Here is a list of all of the crops including their name, 
season, time it takes them to grow, if they regrow and time it takes them to 
regrow, and the total profit you make from every bag of seeds: 

Name/       Season/    Time to Grow/    Profit Per Bag/    Regrow/Time/ 
^^^^        ^^^^^^     ^^^^^^^^^^^^     ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^     ^^^^^^^^^^^ 
Turnip      Spring      4 days          480+g                   N 
Potato      Spring      7 days          640+g                   N 
Cucumber    Spring      9 days          480+g                  Y/5 days 
Cabbage     Spring      14 days         2000+g                  N 
Strawberry  Spring      8 days          240+g                  Y/2 days 

Tomato      Summer      9 days          480+g                  Y/3 days 
Onions      Summer      7 days          640+g                   N 
Corn        Summer      14 days         800+g                  Y/3 days 
Pineapple   Summer      20 days         4000+g                 Y/5 days 
Pumpkin     Summer      14 days         2000+g                  N 

Carrot       Fall       7 days          480+g                   N 
Swt Potato   Fall       5 days          960+g                  Y/2 days 
Eggplant     Fall       9 days          640+g                  Y/3 days 
Grn Peppers  Fall       7 days          320+g                  Y/2 days 
Spinach      Fall       5 days          640+g                   N 

There are 3 types of seeds listed above that you will not be able to purchase 
at the supermarket until you meet a requirment. They are the Strawberry, 
Pumpkin, and Spinach. To get the Strawberry seeds you must ship 100 Turnips, 
100 potatoes, and 100 Cucumbers. To get the Pumpkin seeds you must ship 100 
Onions, 100 Tomatoes, and 100 stalks of Corn. To get the Spinach seeds you must 
ship 100 Carrots, 100 Eggplants, and 100 Sweet Potatoes. Once you meet the 
requirement for each one they will be available for you to purchase at the 
supermarket during the season that they are planted in. 

                             ____       ____ 
(10b.)                       )  (       )  ( 
                             (  )Flowers(  ) 
                              ~|         |~ 
                               |         | 

Flowers only serve a couple of purposes in the game. The first purpose is the 
most important one, gifts for girls. Depending on which girl you are going for, 
flowers can be VERY helpful when trying to get her to like you.  You can find 
the flowers in the wild, but you can also plant them yourself by buying seeds 
from Won. Here is a list of the flowers, their seasons, where you can find 
them, and how long it takes for them to grow if you plant them yourself: 

Moon Drop 
Season: Spring 
Found: There are 2 by the woodcutter's house and several on Mother's Hill. 
Grown: It takes 6 days for them to grow if you plant them. 

Toy Flower
Season: Spring 
Found: There are several on Mother's Hill. 
Grown: It takes 12 days for them to grow if you plant them. 



Pink Cat 
Season: Summer 
Found: There are 2 by the Hot Spring and several on Mother's Hill. 
Grown: It takes 6 days for them to grow if you plant them. 

Magic Red Grass 
Season: Fall 
Found: There are 2 by the Woodcutter's house and several on Mother's Hill 
Grown: It takes 9 days for them to grow if you plant them. 

:::::Special Flowers::::: 

There are 2 flowers that are hard to come by unless you know how to find them. 

Red Magic Red Grass 
Season: Fall 
Found: There is only 1 way to find them, and that is to plant them yourself. 
       You need to buy the Magic Red Grass seeds from Won. Then go to your farm 
       and plant them. Most of the time the flowers will grow and turn out 
       blue, but every once in a while some will turn out red. An easy way to 
       get them to turn out red is to save your game right before you plant 
       them. Once you have planted them, go to the map screen of your farm. 
       scroll around until you find the spot where you planted them. You will 
       see pictures showing where they have been planted. If the flowers are 
       blue then they will show up blue. If they are red then they will show 
       up red. If none of them show up red, then just load and plant them again 
       until they turn up red. 
Purpose: The purpose of the red magic red flower is that you can use it to make 
         recipes. Unlike other flowers, you can sell it. 

The White Winter Flower 
Season: Winter 
Found: This flower is VERY hard to find. First you must be in your 5th year. 
       Second you must be friends with Basil and Ellen. Third you must go to 
       Ellen's house and trigger an event where Ellen tells you about the 
       flower. Fourth you must go to the Peak of Mother's Hill at night after 
       you have triggered the event. There you will see the White Winter Flower 

  //////~~~~~~~The rest of this section will be telling you how~~~~~~~~\\\\\\ 
                        to plant all of your crops. 

(10c.) Clearing Your Field 

Before you can plant your crops you must clear some space in your field to 
plant them. In your field there are weeds, sticks, stones, tree stumps, big 
rocks, and boulders. To get rid of weeds you can use your sickle or simply pick 
it up and throw it. To get rid of sticks, use your axe on them. I recommend 
that you do not destroy the stone because you can use them to make a very 
strong fence compared to a wooden fence(see ANIMALS section). If you want to 
use them later to make a fence, just pick them up and set them down in a part 
of the field that your not using. If you are not going to use them, use the 
hammer to smash them. You can not get rid of tree stumps and big rocks until 
you level your axe and hammer up to level 1. You cannot get rid of boulders 
until you level your hammer up to level 2. 



(10d.) Tilling Soil  

Before you plant your seeds you must till the soil with the hoe. When you 
lay the seeds out they will always be spread in a 3X3 pattern so that is the 
pattern you must till. Until you get your watering can leveled up to level 3 
you will not be able to reach the center square with the watering can so it 
would be best to till in the following patterns so you can reach all of the 
plants(X represents a tilled square): 

           XXX            X X 
           X X     or     XXX 
           XXX            XXX 

Personally I think the first one works the best. 

(10e.) Planting The Seeds 

Once you have tilled the soil you can plant the seeds. Place the seeds in the 
tool section of your rucksack. Then equip them. Make sure you are in the very 
center of the 3X3 pattern then use the seeds like a tool to plant them. If you 
did it right you should see little dots on the tilled soil. 

(10f.) Watering Your Crops 

Once you have planted the seeds you can water them. If you haven't already 
filled your watering can with water, do so at the water hole by the field. Once 
it has water in it you can water your crops by standing next to the square you 
want to water and pressing "B". If you have done it right the square should be 
darker than it was before. Make sure you water your crops everyday. You do not 
need to water when it is raining. 

(10g.) Harvesting Crops 

You will know that your crops are ready to be harvested when you can pick them 
up out of the ground. When you pick them up simply put them in the shipping 
bin. Now you are ready to plant more crops. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

       /^^^^^^^^\ 
(11.) | Animals* | 
       \________/ 



After a couple of years your animals will become your biggest money maker. But 
you must properly take care of them to make the full possible profit. 

(11a.) Your Dog 

You get the dog at the beginning of the game, and you get to name him. When the 
game starts he is just a puppy but will be fully grown at the beginning of the 
fall. When he is fully grown, you can enter him into the Beach day contest. 

Your dog does not serve many purposes. You don't have to take care of him. The 
only purpose he really serves is on Beach day. If you win the beach day contest 
then you get a power berry. 

--Taking Care of him-- 
The only thing you have to do to take care of him is bring him inside when it 
rains. To get him to like you more, simply pick him up and put him down again. 

(11b.) Your Horse 

You get the horse during the first few days of the game. Barley should show up 
at your house within the first week of the game. He will ask you to take care 
of the horse. If you accept you will be able to name it. Your horse will be 
fully grown exactly one year after you get him. Then you can enter him into the 
horse races 

Your horse serves a couple of helpful purposes. When he is fully grown you will 
be able to ride him around your farm. He will also have a shipping bag on his 
back. You will also be able to enter him into the horse race to win a power 
berry. 

--Taking Care of Him-- 
All you have to do is brush him, talk to him, and put him in the barn when it 
is raining.  

About a year after you get your horse, Barley will come to check if you are 
taking care of it properly. If you have 6+ hearts you can keep the horse, 
but if you have less than 6 hearts will take care of it for another year. 

(11c.) Chickens 

In order to get chickens you must go to the poultry farm and buy one. It will 
be about 1500g. You get to name it when you buy it. When you buy a chicken, it 
is also a good idea to buy some food for it. Which is 10g a piece. 

You only have to buy one chicken because once it lays an egg you can put that 
egg into the incubator and the egg will hatch after 3 days. It will be born 
into a chick and takes about 8 days for it to become fully grown. 

--Taking Care of Them-- 
To take care of them you must feed each one once a day. If you cannot afford 
food for them then you can keep them outside for them to eat worms. You must 
take them back inside if it is raining. 

Your chickens will produce eggs for you when they are fully grown. These eggs 
will become more valuable as your chickens start to like you more. Here is the 
value of eggs and the number of hearts the chicken must have to produce the 



egg: 

Regular Egg-0-3 hearts 

Good Egg-4-7 Hearts 

Excellent Egg-8-10 hearts 

--GOLDEN EGGs 
Your Chicken will also produce golden eggs if you enter it into the chicken 
festival and win. If you win and the chicken does not have at least 8 hearts 
it will not produce golden eggs until it has the 8 hearts. 

--P EGGS 
Your chicken will be able to produce p size eggs after you meet 3 requirements. 
You must have 8 hearts or more for it, you must have won the Chicken Festival, 
and you must have kept your chickens outside for a total of 600 game hours or 
30 days. 

--X Eggs 
X Eggs are completely random and rare. Your chicken must be producing P size 
eggs. Every once in a while it might lay a X egg but it doesn't happen very 
often. 

(11d.) Cows 

In order to get cows you must go to the yodel farm and buy one. It will 
be about 5000g. You get to name it when you buy it. When you buy a cow, it 
is also a good idea to buy some food for it. Which is 20g a piece. 

You only have to buy one cow because after it becomes fully grown you can 
impregnate it, although I do not suggest it. It only costs 3000g to get it 
pregnant, but it takes 20 days for it to be born, and another 20 for it to 
become fully grown, and you can't milk the cow while its pregnant. So I suggest 
just to buy the cows instead of impregnating them. It produces milk so you can 
milk it once a day. 

(NOTE: YOU MUST BUY THE MILKER FROM THE BLACKSMITH IN ORDER TO MILK THE COW) 

--Taking Care of Them-- 
To take care of them you must brush them and talk to them once a day, and feed 
each one once a day. If you cannot afford food for them then you must plant 
some grass in your field for them to eat and put them outside. You must take 
them back inside if it is raining. You can grow your own food for them by 
planting grass and cutting it when it is fully grown. 

Your cows will produce milk for you when they are fully grown. The milk  
will become more valuable as your cows start to like you more. Here is the 
value of milk and the number of hearts the cow must have to produce the milk: 

Regular Milk-0-3 hearts 

Medium Milk-4-7 Hearts 

Large Milk-8-10 hearts 



--GOLDEN MILK 
Your Cow will also produce golden milk if you enter it into the cow 
festival and win. If you win and the cow does not have at least 8 hearts 
it will not produce golden milk until it has the 8 hearts. 

--P Milk 
Your cow will be able to produce p size milk after you meet 3 requirements. 
You must have 8 hearts or more for it, you must have won the Cow Festival, 
and you must have kept your cow outside for a total of 600 game hours or 
30 days. 

--X Milk 
X Milk is completely random and rare. Your cow must be producing P size milk. 
Every once in a while it might produce a X milk but it doesn't happen very 
often. 

(11d.) Sheep 

In order to get sheep you must go to the yodel farm and buy one. It will 
be about 4000g. You get to name it when you buy it. When you buy a sheep, it 
is also a good idea to buy some food for it. Which is 20g a piece. 

You only have to buy one sheep because after it becomes fully grown you can 
impregnate it, although I do not suggest it. It only costs 3000g to get it 
pregnant, but it takes 20 days for it to be born, and another 20 for it to 
become fully grown, and you can't sheer the sheep while its pregnant. So I 
suggest just to buy the sheep instead of impregnating them. It produces wool 
so you can sheer it once a week. 

--Taking Care of Them-- 
To take care of them you must brush them and talk to them once a day, and feed 
each one once a day. If you cannot afford food for them then you must plant 
some grass in your field for them to eat and put them outside. You must take 
them back inside if it is raining. You can grow your own food for them by 
planting grass and cutting it when it is fully grown. 

(NOTE: YOU MUST BUY THE SHEERS FROM THE BLACKSMITH IN ORDER TO SHEER THE SHEEP) 

Your sheep will produce wool for you when you buy them. The wool will become 
more valuable as your sheep start to like you more. Here is the value of wool 
and the number of hearts the sheep must have to produce the wool: 

Regular Wool-0-3 hearts 

Medium Wool-4-7 Hearts 

Large Wool-8-10 hearts 

--GOLDEN Wool 
Your cheep will also produce golden wool if you enter it into the sheep 
festival and win. If you win and the sheep does not have at least 8 hearts 



it will not produce golden wool until it has the 8 hearts. 

--P WOOL 
Your Sheep will be able to produce p size wool after you meet 3 requirements. 
You must have 8 hearts or more for it, you must have won the sheep Festival, 
and you must have kept your sheep outside for a total of 600 game hours or 
30 days. 

--X WOOl 
X wool is completely random and rare. Your sheep must be producing P size wool. 
Every once in a while it might produce a X wool but it doesn't happen very 
often. 

(11e.) Fences and Grass 

|-|-|-|-|-Fences-|-|-|-|-| 

If you are going to keep your animals outside it is a good idea to build a 
fence to put them in. The fence will keep wild dogs from attacking them and 
keep them from getting lost. 

Building a Fence: All you need to build a fence is wood and room in your field 
                  To make a fence simply get a piece of wood from your woodbin 
                  and put it on the ground somewhere on your field, now put 
                  more beside that one and make a square shape to eclose the 
                  animals. 

-Another more efficient way to build a fence is by using the small stones in 
 your field instead of wood 

///////////Grass//////////// 

If you are going to keep your cows and sheep outside you will need to have full 
grown grass in your field for them to eat.  

Growing Grass: You can buy grass seeds from the supermarket for 1000g. You grow 
               it just like you would grow any other crop except you don't have 
               to water it. It will grow on its own once you plant it.  

--When it is full grown you can put your cows and sheep outside or you can cut 
  the grass with your sickle for fodder. Once you cut the grass it will 
  automatically go into your barn in the fodder container. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

       /^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^\ 
(12.) | Building Upgrades* | 
       \__________________/ 

There is a reason to have an axe and collect all of that wood. You can expand 
your house(twice), Barn, and Chicken Coop. You need wood and money in order to 



expand them.  

House: 

Upgrade 1:             Cost: 3,000g 
              Wood Required: 200 

Upgrade 2:             Cost: 10,000g 
              Wood Required: 700 

Barn:                  Cost: 6,800g 
              Wood Required: 500 

Chicken Coop:          Cost: 5,000g 
              Wood Required: 420 

After you get all of those upgrades there will be more available, including 
a Bathtub, changing your Mailbox, changing your Window, and changing your  
Doghouse. The new options for the window, mailbox, and doghouse will be, Blue, 
Red, and Weird. 

Bathtub:           Cost: 30,000g    
          Wood Required: 580 

Window:            Cost: 25,000g 
          Wood Required: 300 

Doghouse:          Cost: 20,000 
          Wood Required: 500 

Mailbox:           Cost: 10,000g 
          Wood Required: 200 

The last thing you can get from the woodcutter is the hardest one to get. It is 
the Town Cottage.  

Town Cottage: Cost: 100,000,000g 
              Wood Required: 999 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

       /^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^\ 
(13.) | The Characters* | 
       \_______________/ 

(13a.)                          /\/\ ----- /\/\ 
                                \  / Girls \  / 
                                 \/  -----  \/ 



Finding a wife is one of the main parts, if not, the most important part of the 
game. Giving gifts to girls increases their heart level(how much they like 
you). The heart levels in order are: Black, Purple, Blue, Green, Yellow, 
Orange, and Red. Once it reaches red you can ask the girl to marry you. 

In order to get any of the girls to marry you, you must have met all of these 
requirements first. 

-Have the biggest house and the big bed. 
-She must have a Red heart. 
-You must buy the Blue feather. 
-You have to have seen all of the heart events.(see CHARACTER EVENTS section) 
-Then you must give her the Blue Feather. 

You will automatically get married 7 days after you give the girl the Blue 
Feather. 

                       {~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ANN~~~~~~~~~~~~~~} 

Ann is the Tomboy of all of the girls. She lives at the Inn with her father, 
Doug. She could possibly be the hardest of the girls to get to marry you 
(besides the Harvest Goddess). You can find her at the Inn 90% of the time, but 
in the mornings, 7-10, you can find her at the waterfall. 

Apperance: Orange hair in a ponytail. Always wearing overalls. 

Birthday: Summer 17 
Best Gift: Spa Boiled Eggs 
Good Gift: Almost Any Recipe 

                       {~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ELLI~~~~~~~~~~~~~} 

Elli is the old fashioned one of all of the girls. She lives at the clinic with 
the Doctor. You can find her at the Clinic everyday except Wenesday. On 
Wednesday she will be at her grandmother' house(Ellen). 

Appearance: Short brown hair. Always wearing an old fashioned nurses dress. 

Birthday: Spring 16 
Best Gift: Elli Leaves(Check Recipe Guide on how to make it) 
Good Gift: Any Flower 

                       {~~~~~~~~~~~~~~KAREN~~~~~~~~~~~~} 

Karen is the "hot" one of the girls. She lives at the store with her parents, 
Sasha and Jeff. She is possibly the best and most popular choice to marry.You 
can find her outside the store in the mornings until 10. Then she will be in 
the back of the store(through the door) until 1. Then she will be in the front 
of the store until 4. On Sundays you won't be able to see her until 7pm when 
she goes to the Inn to drink. On Tuesdays you will only be able to see her 1-4 
at the waterfall. 

Appearance: Long brown hair with highlights in the front. Always wearing a 
purple vest with a white shirt. 



Birthday: Fall 15 
Best Gift: Wine 
Good Gift: Bamboo Shoot 

                       {~~~~~~~~~~~~~~MARY~~~~~~~~~~~~~} 

Mary is the shy one of the girls. She lives at home with her parents(Basil and 
Anna) and she also runs the library. You can find her at the library everyday 
from 10-5 except Mondays. On Monday she goes to Mother's Hill with her parents 
in the morning, then to the store with her mom in the afternoon, then she goes 
home for the rest of the day. 

Appearance: Long blackish brown hair. Always wearing glassed and a blue dress. 

Birthday: Winter 20 
Best Gift: Mushrooms 
Good Gift: Basically any kind of herb or 
           mushroom you find outside your farm 

                       {~~~~~~~~~~~~~~POPURI~~~~~~~~~~~} 

Popuri is the girly one of the girls. She lives and helps out at the poultry 
farm with her mother(Lillia) and brother(Rick). You can find her at the 
waterfall in the mornings until 10am. Then at the poultry farm the rest of the 
day. On Sundays she goes to the church most of the day. During the summer you 
can find her at the beach almost everyday hanging out with Kai.\ 

Appearancez: Long pink hair. Always wearing a red and black dress. 

Birthday: Summer 3 
Best Gift: Any flower 
Good Gift: Eggs, or any recipe 
           with eggs in it 

                       {~~~~~~~~~HARVEST~GODDESS~~~~~~~} 

The Goddess is worshipped by all of the Villagers. Believe it or not you can 
marry the Harvest Goddess. She is the hardest one to marry. You can find 
the Harvest Goddess buy going to the waterfall by the hot spring and 
Spring Mine then throwing any object(a gift is probably the best choice) 
into the waterfall. 

In order to get the Harvest Goddess to marry you, you must first do the 
following:

-Catch all the different species of fish, including the 6 Kings 
-Ship at least 1 of every shippable item 
-Collect all 9 of the Goddess Jewels and receive the Gem of Goddess 
-Own the Big Bed for your home 
-Dig up every type of item from the Lake Mine 
-Dig up every type of item from the Spring Mine 
-Be in your 5th year (or later) on the farm 
-Ask Carter for permission to "Marry the HG" during his Confessional times  

Appearance: Green hair in a long ponytail. Always wearing a beautiful blue 
dress. 



Birthday: Spring 8 
Best Gift: Any crop grown 
           on your farm 
Good Gift: Any flower 

(13b.)                            ( ---------- ) 
                                   )Rival Guys( 
                                  ( ---------- ) 

These are your rivals for each of the girls, if you don't marry the girl, your 
rival will. In order to get them to get married you must see all of the 
cutscenes between the girl and the rival. After you see the last one they will 
automatically get married a week later. The only way to get invited to the 
wedding is to give gifts to the rival and get him to like you. If he likes you 
he will invite you to the wedding. 

                       {~~~~~~~~~~~~~~CLIFF~~~~~~~~~~~~~} 

Cliff is your rival for Ann. He stays at the Inn. You can find him at the 
church during the day and at the Inn in the evenings. If you don't invite him 
to help at the Fall Grape Harvest he will leave the town at the end of the 
first year. If you invite him, he will work for Duke and Manna at the Aja 
Winery. You can find him working at the Aja winery during the day after that.  

Appearance: Brown hair in a ponytail. Always wearing old brown clothes 

Birthday: Summer 6 
Best Gift: Sandwich, Grilled Fish, Chirashi Sushi 
Good Gift: Chocolate, Apples, Milk, Riceballs 

                       {~~~~~~~~~~~~~~DOCTOR~~~~~~~~~~~~} 

The Doctor is your rival for Elli. He runs and lives at the clinic with Elli. 
You can find him at the clinic everyday except Wednesday. 

Appearance: Short black hair. Always wearing a doctor's uniform. 

Birthday: Fall 17 
Best Gift: Magic Red Flower 
Good Gift: Basically any kind of herb or 
           mushroom you find outside your farm 

                       {~~~~~~~~~~~~~~RICK~~~~~~~~~~~~~~} 

Rick is your Rival for Karen. Most people would say he is the most annoying 
character of the game since all he does is complain about Kai, and I agree with 
them. You can find him standing outside the store with Karen just about every 
morning until 10am. You can see him at the Poultry farm almost everyday during 
the day. You can also find him at the Blacksmith's shop on Tuesdays.  

Appearance: Medium length orange hair. Always wearing glasses and a bluish 



apron like thing. 

Rival for Karen 
Birthday: Fall 27 
Best Gift: Chicken Feed 
Good Gift: Eggs 

                       {~~~~~~~~~~~~~~GRAY~~~~~~~~~~~~~~} 

Gray is your rival for Mary. He is the quiet shy kindof guy, which makes him 
perfect for Mary. He stays at the Inn, in the same room as Cliff. You can find 
him at the Blacksmith's shop everyday until 1pm. Then he leaves and goes to the 
library until 5pm. After that he goes back to the Inn for the rest of the day. 

Appearance: Wears a blue hat that says "UMA" on the front. Always wearing a 
beige jacket and a beige pair of pants.  

Birthday: Winter 6 
Best Gift: Any ore but junk ore 
          (Found in Spring Mine) 
Good Gift: Any Jewels 
          (Found in Winter Mine) 

                       {~~~~~~~~~~~~~~KAI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~} 

Kai is your rival for Popuri. He is only in the town during the summer. He 
stays at the Inn and runs a Restaurant at the beach next to Zack's house. You 
can usually find him on the beach or in the Restaurant. During the evening you 
can find him at the Inn. 

Description: Wears a purple bandana. Always wears pirate clothing 

Birthday: Summer 22 
Best Gift: Fish 
Good Gift: Flour, Corn 

(13c.)                        )==================( 
                             (  Other Characters  ) 
                              )==================( 

Making friends with the villagers is another semi-important. There are few 
reasons for it to be important, but trust me, it is important. 

Anna:

Description: Lives with her huspand(Basil) and daughter(Mary). She is a simple 
             housewife. She has poofy black hair and wears a white dress. 

Birthday: Fall 23 
Best Gift: ? 
Good Gift: Chocolate, Honey, 
           Eggs, Milk, Wine 



Basil: 

Decription: Lives with his wife(Anna) and daughter(Mary). He studies plants and 
            writes books about them. He wears a hat with a round brim and beige 
            researcher's clothing. 

Birthday: Summer 11 
Best Gift: Crops From Farm 
Good Gift: Any flower, herb or 
           mushroom you find outside 
           your farm 

Ellen: 

Descrition: Lives with her grandson(Stu). Her Granddaughter(Elli) comes to 
            visit her on Wednesdays. She is the oldest woman in the village and 
            has a disease that limits her to sitting in her rocking chair all 
            day. She wears a white head cap thing and an old blue and 
            white dress. 

Birthday: Winter 13 
Best Gift: Yarn 
Good Gift: Hot Milk, Ricecake 

Stu: 

Description: Lives with his grandmother(Ellen). He is the youngest boy in the 
             village. He has short black hair and wears overalls with a white 
             shirt. 

Birthday: Fall 5 
Best Gift: Honey, Chocolate 
Good Gift: Ice Cream 

Mayor Thomas: 

Description: Lives with his son(Harris). He is the mayor of Mineral Town. He 
             has a big mustache and wears a red top hat and a red suit. 

Birthday: Summer 25 
Best Gift: Wine 
Good Gift: Buckwheat Flour 

Harris: 

Description: Lives with his Father(Mayor Thomas). He is the police officer of 
             Mineral Town and can always be seen patroling the village. He 
             wears a blue cop uniform. 

Birthday: Summer 4 
Best Gift: Wine, Fish 
Good Gift: Cheese, Eggs, Milk 

Jeff:



Description: Lives with his wife(Sasha) and daughter(Karen). He is the owner of 
             the store and is always at the cash register. He has short neatly 
             groomed black hair and a small black mustache and wears a white 
             shirt with a bow tie and a black pair of pants. 

Birthday: Winter 29 
Best Gift: Honey, Bodigizer, All Juices 
Good Gift: Milk, Eggs 

Sasha: 

Description: Lives with her husband(Jeff) and daughter(Karen). She runs the 
             store with her husband and also runs the household part of their 
             home. She has brown hair put in a bun in the back and wears a blue 
             and white dress. 

Birthday: Spring 30 
Best Gift: Chocolate 
Good Gift: Pink Cat Flower 

Duke:

Description: Lives with his wife(Manna). Owner of the Aja Winery and is also a 
             heavy drinker which causes him and his wife to argue frequently. 
             He has black and white slicked back hair and wears a purple shirt 
             and a black pair of pants.  

Doug:

Description: Lives with his daughter(Ann). He is the owner of the Inn and 
             loves cooking, which is why he is also the best chef in Mineral 
             Town. He has orange slicked back hair and an orange mustache and 
             wears a black and white button down shirt with black pants. 

Birthday: Winter 11 
Best Gift: Riceballs, any recipe 
           with riceballs in it 
Good Gift: Honey, Wine, Eggs 

Carter: 

Description: Lives by himself at the church. He is the preacher of Mineral Town 
             and runs the church. He has brown hair parted on the side and 
             wears a black preachers robe. 

Birthday: Fall 20 
Best Gift: Curry Powder 
Good Gift: Milk, Egg, Wine 

Saibara: 

Description: Lives by himself. Owner of and runs the Blacksmith shop. He is the 
             oldest man in Mineral Town. He is bald on top but has white hair 
             on the sides of his head and has a thick white beard and wears 
             a black smock with a green vest. 



Birthday: Spring 11 
Best Gift: Any ore but junk ore 
          (Found in Spring Mine) 
Good Gift: Any Jewel 
          (Found in Winter Mine) 

Lillia: 

Description: Lives with her son(Rick) and Daughter(Popuri). She has a disease 
             that causes her to be sick all of the time. She is running the 
             Poultry Farm while her husband is gone looking for a special 
             flower that is said to cure her disease but only blooms once a 
             decade. She has pink hair has pink hair that is tied back and she 
             wears a red and white dress. 

irthday: Spring 19 
Best Gift: Magic Red Flower 
Good Gift: Any other flower 

Gotz:

Description: Lives by himself in the woods by the Spring Mine. He is the 
             Carpenter of Mineral Town. He has short brown hair and a thick 
             beard and wears a white shirt tucked in to a pair of blue jeans. 

Birthday: Fall 2 
Best Gift: Lumber 
Good Gift: Honey, Savory Pancake 

Zack:

Description: Lives at the Beach with Won. He is the one who comes to collect 
             everything you've sold, everyday. He has a brown buzzcut and wears 
             a grey tanktop with a towl around his neck and blue jeans. 

Birthday: Summer 29 
Best Gift: Fish 
Good Gift: Cheese, Milk 

Won: 

Description: Lives at the Beach with Zack. He recently came to Mineral Town 
             from China and is a merchant at Zack's house. He wears a colorful 
             cap, sunglasses, and has black ponytail and wears a yellow shirt 
             and red pants. 

Birthday: Winter 19 
Best Gift: Any Rare Items 
          (Golden Eggs, Golden Wool, Golden Milk, etc.) 
Good Gift: Orichalum, Accesories 

(13d.)                         (===================) 
                                ) Harvest Sprites ( 



                               (-------------------) 

The Harvest Sprites are the most helpful characters in the game. If you become 
friends with them they will help you on your farm by Watering Plants, 
Harvesting Plants, and Taking Care of your animals. In order to get them to 
like you, you must become friends with you by giving them gifts.  

Like your animals, they have a heart meter that lets you know how much they 
like you. To see their heart meter, go to the earnings menu and scroll until 
you see a menu that says Harvest Sprites at the top. It shows a list with all 
of their faces, beside each of their faces is their heart meter. They will 
offer to help you on your farm once they have 3-4 hearts. 

When they first start working on your farm, they will not be the best workers. 
In order for them to get better at their jobs you must do the following: 

-Get their heart meter higher 
-Play the mini games with them 
-Let them gain experience by working more 

:Bold(Purple): 

Birthday: Spring 4 
Best Gift: Flour 
Good Gift: Purple Grass 

:Staid(Blue): 

Birthday: Spring 15 
Best Gift: Flour 
Good Gift: Blue Grass 

:Aqua(Light Blue): 

Birthday: Spring 26 
Best Gift: Flour 
Good Gift: Indigo Grass 

:Timid(Green): 

Birthday: Summer 16 
Best Gift: Flour 
Good Gift: Green Grass 

:Hoggy(Yellow): 

Birthday: Fall 10 
Best Gift: Flour 
Good Gift: Yellow Grass 

:Chef(Red): 

Birthday: Fall 14 
Best Gift: Flour 
Good Gift: Red Grass 

:Nappy(Orange): 



Birthday: Winter 22 
Best Gift: Flour 
Good Gift: Orange Grass 

(13e.)                      )-------------------( 
                           (  Secret Characters  ) 
                            )===================( 

There is one character that isn't secret but only shows up once a year. 

Gourmet: 

The gourmet shows up only on the day of the cooking festival, so he can judge 
it. 

Birthday: ? 
Gifts: None 

There are two characters that you cannot get on the game unless you connect 
your Gameboy with a gamecube that has Harvest Moon: A Wonderful Life in it. 
The two characters are Van and Lou(Her name is Ruby on Harvest Moon: AWL).  

Van: 

Once you link Harvest Moon: FOMT and Harvest Moon: AWL Van will automatically 
show up on the next Wednesday at your house. He will come every Wednesday and 
stay at the Inn and you will be able to buy a record player, records, and ore 
from him. He has black hair pulled back into a ponytail and he wears glasses, 
a red shirt and black pants. 

Birthday: ? 
Best Gift: Any rare or valuable item 
Good Gift: Just about anything 

Lou(Ruby):

Once you link Harvest Moon: FOMT and Harvest Moon: AWL Van will automatically 
show up on the next Sunday at your house. She will come every Sunday and stay 
at the Inn. She will tell you one recipe a week, and that's pretty much all she 
does. She has short black hair and wears a yellow shirt. 

Birthday: ? 
Best Gift: Any cooked meal 
Good Gift: ? 

/~There is another character that might not be so secret but I decided to\ 
\ include him in this section anyway.~                                   / 

Kappa: 

He is a green monster like creature that lives in the Lake on Mother's Hill. 



There are two ways you can find him. First is by fishing in the lake, every 
once in a while you might fish him up. Second, throw a Cucumber in the left 
side of the lake and he will come out. If you throw a cucumber in, once a day, 
for ten days straight, on the last day he will offer you the mysterious blue 
power berry to leave him alone. The power berry permanently increases the 
maximum amount of fatigue you can get by 50 points. 

Birthday: ? 
Best Gift: Cucumbers 
Good Gift: None 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

       /^^^^^^^^^^\ 
(14.) | Festivals* | 
       \__________/ 

Festivals are the social events of the town that happen every year. They can 
serve no purpose at all or can benefit you greatly. Here is a list of all of 
the festivals of Mineral Town, all of the festivals are held in the square and 
start at 10 am unless it says otherwise. 

Spring 1 
New Year's Day 

On New Year's Day you can go to the Bar and have a few Drinks with some friends 
or you can go to the square and eat ricecakes with some friends. If you go to 
the square, when you leave you will receive some ricecakes, which you can cook 
with.

Spring 14 
Spring Thanksgiving 

On Spring Thanksgiving its not really a festival because noone gathers to 
celebrate. If you have a kitchen and the right ingredients, you can make 
cookies or cake for a girl to increase her affection towards you. 

Spring 18 
Horse Race

If your horse is fully grown you can enter the horse race. If you win, you 
receive a power berry. If you don't enter you can go and bet on other horses. 
If you win the bet, you get Horse medals, which you can use to purchase items 
(including a power berry and jewel of truth from the Mayor. You can only 
purchase these items at the horse race. 

Spring 22 
Cooking Festival 

If you have a kitchen and can cook, you can enter the cooking festival. If not, 
you can go and watch someone else win. In order to enter the cooking festival 
you must go to the square and talk to the Gourmet, he will tell you what kind 



of food to make. Go back home and make that type of food. Take it back to the 
square and give it to the Mayor. Then the Gourmet will judge all of the dishes 
and decide the winner. I don't remember if you get anything if you win, but I 
will let you know. 

Summer 1 
Beach Day 

This festival happens at the beach. If your dog is fully grown you can enter 
him in the beach day contest. The object is to throw a frisbee as far as you 
can and have your dog catch it. If you win, you get a power berry. 

Summer 7 
Chicken Festival 

If you have a full grown chicken, you can enter it in this contest. The object 
is to cheer your chicken on to get him to scare another chicken out of a ring. 
You go up against 3 chickens. If you win, your chicken will start laying Golden 
eggs as soon as it has 8 hearts or higher for you. 

Summer 20 
Cow Festival 

If you have a full grown Cow that isn't pregnant you can enter it in this 
contest. The only this you have to do to get it to win is to take very good 
care of the cow. It must have at least 8 hearts for you and be healthy. If you 
win, your cow will start giving Golden Milk. 

Summer 24 
Fireworks Festival 

This event occurs on the Beach at 6 pm. If you are interested in a girl and her 
heart level is green or higher you can watch the fireworks with her to get her 
affection for you to increase. In order to get her to watch fireworks with you, 
talk to everyone on the beach and talk to her last, she will ask you to watch 
the fireworks with her. 

Fall 3 
Music Festival 

This event occurs in the Church at 6 pm. You can participate by telling Carter 
yes when he asks you if you want to participate. If you participate, all of the 
villager's affection for you will increase. 

Fall 9 
Harvest Festival 

If you bring an ingredient to the harvest festival and its a good ingredient, 
give it to the mayor to put in a pot with other ingredients. If the villagers 
like it, their affection for you will increase. 

Fall 13 
Festival at Mother's Hill 



This event occurs at the Peak of Mother's Hill at 6 pm. You can go there to 
watch the full moon with the girl that has the highest affection for you. 

Fall 18 
Horse Race

Its just like the one in Spring except its in the Fall. 

Fall 21 
Sheep Festival 

Its just like the cow festival except with a sheep. Your sheep must be fully 
grown, healthy, and have wool on it. It must have at least 8 hearts for you to 
have a chance of winning. If you win, your sheep will produce golden wool. 

Fall 30 
Pumpkin Festival 

Its just like Halloween. When you wake up in the morning, May will come to your 
house and ask for some candy, Stu will come at 8 am and ask you for some candy, 
and Popuri will come over at 10 am and ask you for some candy. If you give them 
some chocolate their affection for you will increase. 

Winter 2 
Thomas's Request 

This is not really a festival. The mayor will come over at 6 am and ask you to 
get a random rare item for him. He will come back at the end of the day or the 
next day(i can't really remember) to get the item. If you get it for him, he 
will give you some golden lumber. 

Winter 14 
Valentines Day 

This is just like Spring Thanksgiving except the girls give YOU candy and cake. 
As long as the girls heart is higher than black, she will show up at your door 
and give you cookies or cake depending on how much she likes you. 

Winter 24 
Starry Festival 

If the girl you are interested in has a heart level of green or higher for you 
she will invite you over to her house for dinner. If you go to her house at 6pm 
you will have dinner with her and her family. Her and Her family's affection 
for you will increase. 

Winter 25 
Stocking Festival 

If you get Ellen to make a stocking for you and hang it on your wall the night 
before the 25th, you might get a surprise in it the next day. 



Winter 30 
New Year's Eve 

You can go to the peak of Mother's Hill at 10pm and watch the first sunrise of 
the year with some friends or you can go to the square and eat some buckwheat 
with some friends. If you go to the square you will recieve some buckwheat 
when you leave. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

       /^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^\ 
(15.) | Marriage and Your Family* | 
       \_________________________/ 
       
                             _____   _____ 
                            /     \_/     \ 
(15a.)                     {Getting Married} 
                            \             / 
                              \         / 
                                \     / 
                                  \ / 
                                   V 

Finding a wife is one of the main parts, if not, the most important part of the 
game. When you get married it's like beating the game. You even get the credits 
for the game in your mail the day after you get married. 

The girls you have to choose from are: Ann, Karen, Mary, Elli, and Popuri. 
(see CHARACTER section for information on them and gifts to give them. 

In order to get a girl to marry you, you must get her to fall in love with you. 
Giving gifts to girls increases their heart level(how much they like you). The 
heart levels in order are: Black, Purple, Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange, and Red. 
Once it reaches red you can ask the girl to marry you. But it isn't that 
simple. You have to meet certain requirements to get married. 

1. Have the biggest house and the big bed. 
2. She must have a Red heart. 
3. You must buy the Blue feather. 
4. You have to have seen all of the heart events.(see CHARACTER EVENTS section) 
5. Then you must give her the Blue Feather. 

You will automatically get married 7 days after you give her the blue feather. 
You will not be able to do anything on the day of your wedding, so plan ahead 
and get the Harvest Sprites to take care of your animals and water your crops 
on that day. 

                             ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(15b.                       }Starting a Family{ 
                             ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(Caution! This section may contain spoilers) 

One season after you get married your wife will be complaining about feeling 
sick. She will go to the Doctor and he will tell her that she is pregnant. 3 



seasons later, your son will be born. On the day he is born you will not be 
able to do anything so plan ahead. 

Exactly one month after he is born you will wake up to your wife telling you 
that he fell or that he is sick. You will automatically go to the clinic and 
the Doctor will say that he's fine. You will not be able to do anything that 
day, so plan ahead. 

When he is born your wife will carry him around until he can walk, so you will 
not be able to talk to him or hold him. Exactly one year after he is born he 
will learn to walk and you will be able to talk to him and give him gifts. 

(15c.                       ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
                           }Family Celebrations{ 
                            ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Your family will celebrate on special occasions. These occasions include, your 
birthday, your wife's birthday, your son's birthday, and your anniversery. 

In order to activate these celebrations,all you have to do is walk into your 
house after 12pm. Your wife and son will be standing there and there will be 
food on the table. You will automatically go to bed after the celebration, so 
finish your work before you go in. 

You will also celebrate on certain festivals like the starry night festival. 
You activate these celebrations just like you activate the other ones. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

       /^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^\ 
(16.) | Cooking and Recipes* | 
       \____________________/ 

There is absolutely no necessity to cook other than fun. When you cook you can 
give the food to a villager, eat it yourself, and even enter the cooking 
contest in the Spring. 

                              ______________   
                             |\____________/| 
(16a.)                       | |The Basics| | 
                             |/~~~~~~~~~~~~\| 
                              ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

You will have to meet a few requirments before you can cook. You must buy the 
refrigerator, kitchen, and all of the Utensils from the Shopping Network. Here 
is a list of these things and how much they cost: 

Refrigerator  2500g 
Kitchen  4000g 

Whisk  500g 
Rolling Pin 750g 
Oven  2500g 



Seasoning Set 2500g 
Knife  1500g 
Frying Pan 1200g 
Pot  1000g 
Mixer  1200g 

                         _________         ________ ___ 
(16b.)                =(_________)=Cooking\_______|___|   

Step 1 
To cook, walk up to the kitchen and press "A". It will ask you if you want to 
cook or view recipes. If you have already cooked before you can go to "view 
recipes" and use the recipes you have already made, if you haven't then choose 
"cook".  

Step 2 
Then you will pick the utencils you want to use. Press "start" once you 
have picked them.  

Step 3 
Then you will pick your ingredients. Press "start" once you 
have picked them.  

Step 4 
Then it will make the food. If you chose the wrong 
ingredients or utensils, you will have a "failure", if it is a success, you 
will write the recipe down and you will get the food. 

                                 ________ 
(16c.)    (_______/| 
                                |       || 
                                |Recipes|| 
                                |       || 
                                |_______|/ 

Once you have made a recipe it will be written in your recipe book. You can go 
back to your recipes and use them anytime as long as you have the ingredients. 
I will list all of the recipes including their utensils and ingredients. On 
about all of the recipes you can add a huge variety of ingredients to the ones 
listed. If you compete in the cooking festival, it is a good idea to expiriment 
with as many ingredients as you can. Here is a list of all 108 recipes: 

001 Mayonnaise S 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Vinegar 
                Whisk 
    Ingredients:Regular Quality Egg 
                Oil 

002 Mayonnaise M 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Vinegar 
                Whisk 
    Ingredients:Good Quality Egg 
                Oil 

003 Mayonnaise L 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Vinegar 



                Whisk 
    Ingredients:High Quality Egg 
                Oil 

004 Mayonnaise G 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Vinegar 
                Whisk 
    Ingredients:Golden Quality Egg 
                Oil 

005 Mayonnaise P 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Vinegar 
                Whisk 
    Ingredients:P Quality Egg 
                Oil 

006 Mayonnaise X 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Vinegar 
                Whisk 
    Ingredients:X Quality Egg 
                Oil 

007 X Egg 
    Utensils:   None 
    Ingredients:Regular Quality Egg 
                Good Quality Egg 
                High Quality Egg 
                Golden Quality Egg 
                P Quality Egg 

008 Milk X
    Utensils:   None 
    Ingredients:Milk S 
                Milk M 
                Milk L 
                Milk G 
                Milk P 

009 Cheese X 
    Utensils:   None 
    Ingredients:Cheese S 
                Cheese M 
                Cheese L 
                Cheese G 
                Cheese P 

010 Wild Grape Juice 
    Utensils:   Pot 
    Ingredients:Wine 
                Wild Grapes 
                Purple Grass 

011 Pickles 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Salt 
    Ingredients:Cucumber 

012 Salad 
    Utensils:   Knife 
    Ingredients:Cucumber 



013 Curry Rice 
    Utensils:   Pot 
    Ingredients:Rice Balls 
                Curry Powder 

014 Stew 
    Utensils:   Pot 
                Seasoning:Salt 
    Ingredients:Milk 
                Flour 

015 Miso Soup 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Miso 
                Seasoning:Salt 
                Pot 
    Ingredients:Small Fish 

016 Stir Fry 
    Utensils:   Knife 
                Frying Pan 
                Seasoning:Soy Sauce 
    Ingredients:Cabbage 
                Oil 

017 Fried Rice 
    Utensils:   Frying Pan 
                Seasoning:Salt 
                Seasoning:Soy Sauce 
    Ingredients:Rice Balls 
                Egg 
                Oil 

018 Savory Pancake 
    Utensils:   Frying Pan 
                Knife 
    Ingredients:Cabbage 
                Egg 
                Oil 
                Flour 

019 Sandwich 
    Utensils:   Knife 
    Ingredients:Tomato 
                Bread 

020 Fruit Juice 
    Utensils:   Mixer 
    Ingredients:Apple 

021 Fruit Latte 
    Utensils:   Mixer 
    Ingredients:Milk 
                Apple 

022 Vegetable Juice 
    Utensils:   Mixer 
    Ingredients:Cucumber 

023 Vegetable Latte 
    Utensils:   Mixer 



    Ingredients:Cucumber 
                Milk 

024 Mixed Juice 
    Utensils:   Mixer 
    Ingredients:Vegetable Juice 
                Fruit Juice 

025 Mixed Latte 
    Utensils:   Mixer 
    Ingredients:Mixed Juice 
                Milk 

026 Pickled Turnip 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Vinegar 
                Knife 
    Ingredients:Turnip 

027 French Fries 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Salt 
                Knife 
                Frying Pan 
    Ingredients:Potato 
                Oil 

028 Strawberry Jam 
    Utensils:   Pot 
                Seasoning:Sugar 
    Ingredients:Strawberry 

029 Strawberry Milk 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Mixer 
    Ingredients:Milk 
                Strawberries 

030 Tomato Juice 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Salt 
                Mixer 
    Ingredients:Tomato 

031 Ketchup 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Seasoning:Salt 
                Seasoning:Vinegar 
                Mixer 
    Ingredients:Tomato 
                Onion 

032 Popcorn 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Salt 
                Frying Pan 
    Ingredients:Corn 

033 Corn Flakes 
    Utensils:   Rolling Pin 
                Oven 
    Ingredients:Corn 

034 Baked Corn 



    Utensils:   Seasoning:Salt 
                Oven 
    Ingredients:Corn 

035 Pineapple Juice 
    Utensils:   Mixer 
    Ingredients:Pineapple 

036 Pumpkin Pudding 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Pot 
                Oven 
    Ingredients:Milk 
                Egg 
                Pumpkin 

037 Pumpkin Stew 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Seasoning:Soy Sauce 
                Pot 
    Ingredients:Pumpkin 

038 Happy Eggplant 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Seasoning:Soy Sauce 
                Seasoning:Miso 
                Frying Pan 
    Ingredients:Eggplant 

039 Sweet Potatoes 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Pot 
                Oven 
    Ingredients:Sweet Potato 
                Egg 
                Butter 

040 Baked Sweet Potato 
    Utensils:   Oven 
    Ingredients:Sweet Potato 

041 Greens
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Soy Sauce 
                Pot 
    Ingredients:Spinach 

042 Scrambled Eggs 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Salt 
                Frying Pan 
    Ingredients:Egg 
                Oil 

043 Omelet
    Utensils:   Frying Pan 
    Ingredients:Milk 
                Oil 
                Egg 

044 Omelet Rice 
    Utensils:   Frying Pan 



    Ingredients:Egg 
                Oil 
                Rice Balls 
                Milk 

045 Boiled Egg 
    Utensils:   Pot 
    Ingredients:Egg 

046 Pudding 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Pot 
                Oven 
    Ingredients:Egg 
                Milk 

047 Hot Milk 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Pot 
    Ingredients:Milk 

048 Butter
    Utensils:   Mixer 
    Ingredients:Milk 

049 Cheesecake 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Pot 
                Whisk 
                Oven 
    Ingredients:Milk 
                Egg 
                Cheese 

050 Cheese Fondue 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Salt 
                Pot 
                Knife 
    Ingredients:Cheese 
                Wine 
                Bread 

051 Apple Pie 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Knife 
                Pot 
                Rolling Pin 
                Oven 
    Ingredients:Egg 
                Butter 
                Flour 
                Apple 

052 Apple Jam 
    Utensils:   Seasonng:Sugar 
                Pot 
    Ingredients:Apple 

053 Apple Souffl?(Souffle) 
    Utensils:   Frying Pan 



    Ingredients:Apple 

054 Bamboo Rice 
    Utensils:   None 
    Ingredients:Bamboo Shoot 
                Riceballs 

055 Grape Jam 
    Utensils:   Seasoning: Sugar 
                Pot 
    Ingredients:Wild Grapes 

056 Grape Juice 
    Utensils:   Mixer 
    Ingredients:Wild Grapes 

057 Mushroom Rice 
    Utensils:   None 
    Ingredients:Mushroom 
                Rice Balls 

058 Truffle Rice 
    Utensils:   None 
    Ingredients:Truffles 
                Riceballs 

059 Sushi 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Vinegar 
    Ingredients:Sashimi 
                Riceballs 

060 Jam Bun 
    Utensils:   None 
    Ingredients:Apple, Grape, or Strawberry Jam 
                Bread 

061 Dinner Role(Dinner Roll) 
    Utensils:   None 
    Ingredients:Butter 
                Bread 

062 Raisin Bread 
    Utensils:   None 
    Ingredients:Wild Grapes 
                Bread 

063 Curry Bread 
    Utensils:   Frying Pan 
    Ingredients:Curry Powder 
                Bread 
                Oil 

064 Toast 
    Utensils:   Oven 
    Ingredients:Bread 

065 French Toast 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Frying Pan 
    Ingredients:Bread 



                Oil 
                Egg 

066 Sashimi 
    Utensils:   Knife  
    Ingredients:Medium Fish 

067 Grilled Fish 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Salt 
                Seasoning:Soy Sauce 
                Frying Pan 
    Ingredients:Medium Fish 

068 Chirashi Sushi 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Vinegar 
                Seasoning:Soy Sauce 
                Knife 
    Ingredients:Sashimi 
                Scrambled Eggs 
                Riceballs 

069 Pizza 
    Utensils:   Knife 
                Rolling Pin 
                Oven 
    Ingredients:Ketchup 
                Cheese 
                Flour 
                Tomato 
                Onion 
                Mushroom 

070 Noodles 
    Utensils:   Knife 
                Rolling Pin 
                Pot 
    Ingredients:Flour 

071 Curry Noodles 
    Utensils:   Pot 
    Ingredients:Noodles 
                Curry Powder 

072 Tempura Noodles 
    Utensils:   Pot 
    Ingredients:Noodles 
                Tempura 

073 Fries Noodles 
    Utensils:   Frying Pan 
    Ingredients:Noodles 
                Egg 
                Oil 

074 Buckwheat Noodles 
    Utensils:   Knife 
                Rolling Pin 
                Pot 
    Ingredients:Buckwheat flour 



075 Noodles w/ Tempura 
    Utensils:   Pot 
                Knife 
                Rolling Pin 
    Ingredients:Buckwheat Flour 
                Tempura 

076 Fried Noodles(Buckwheat) 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Salt 
                Seasoning:Vinegar 
                Seasoning:Soy Sauce 
                Frying Pan 
    Ingredients:Buckwheat Noodles 
                Egg 
                Oil 

077 Buckwheat Chips 
    Utensils:   Rolling Pin 
                Pot 
    Ingredients:Buckwheat Flour 

078 Tempura 
    Utensils:   Frying Pan 
    Ingredients:Flour 
                Egg 
                Oil 

079 Mountain Stew 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Seasoning:Soy Sauce 
                Knife 
                Pot 
    Ingredients:Carrot 
                Mushroom 
                Bamboo Shoot 

080 Moon Dumplings 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
    Ingredients:Muffin Mix 

081 Roasted Rice Cake 
    Utensils:   Seasoning: Soy Sauce 
                Oven 
    Ingredients:Rice Cake 

082 Toasted Rice Ball 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Soy Sauce 
                Oven 
    Ingredients:Rice Balls 

083 Rice Gruel 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Salt 
                Pot 
    Ingredients:Rice Balls 

084 Tempura Rice 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Salt 
    Ingredients:Tempura 
                Rice Balls 



085 Egg Over Rice 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Salt 
                Seasoning:Soy Sauce 
                Pot 
    Ingredients:Rice Balls 
                Egg 

086 Candied Potato 
    Utensils:   Seasoning: Sugar 
                Pot 
    Ingredients:Sweet Potato 
                Honey 

087 Potato Pancakes 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Salt 
                Knife 
                Frying Pan 
    Ingredients:Potato 
                Onion 
                Egg 
                Oil 
                Flour 

088 Fish Sticks 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:salt 
                Mixer 
    Ingredients:Fish(Medium or Large) 

089 Cookies 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Rolling Pin 
                Oven 
    Ingredients:Flour 
                Butter 
                Egg 

090 Chocolate Cookies 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Rolling Pin 
                Oven 
    Ingredients:Flour 
                Butter 
                Egg 
                Chocolate 

091 Ice Cream 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Pot 
                Whisk 
    Ingredients:Milk 
                Egg 
                Honey 
                Apple 

092 Cake 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Oven 
                Whisk 
                Knife 
    Ingredients:Butter 



                Egg 
                Flour 
                Honey 
                Apple 

093 Chocolate Cake 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Oven 
                Whisk 
                Knife 
    Ingredients:Butter 
                Egg 
                Flour 
                Honey 
                Apple 
                Chocolate 

094 Pancakes 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Frying Pan 
                Whisk 
    Ingredients:Butter 
                Honey 
                Egg 
                Flour 
                Oil 
                Milk 

095 Relaxation Tea 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Pot 
    Ingredients:Relaxation Tea Leaves 

096 SUGDW Apple 
    Utensils:   None 
    Ingredients:Apple 
                HMSGB Apple 
                AEPFE Apple 

097 HMSGB Apple 
    Utensils:   None 
    Ingredients:Apple 
                SUGDW 
                AEPFE Apple 

098 AEPFE Apple 
    Utensils:   None 
    Ingredients:Apple 
                SUGDW Apple 
                HMSGB Apple 

099 Bodigizer 
    Utensils:   Pot 
    Ingredients:Honey 
                Orange Grass 
                Black Grass 
                Red Magic Red Flower 

100 Bodigizer XL 
    Utensils:   Mixer 



    Ingredients:Bodigizer 
                Blue Grass 

101 Turbojolt 
    Utensils:   Pot 
    Ingredients:Honey 
                Orange Grass 
                White Grass 
                Red Magic Red Flower 

102 Turbojolt XL 
    Utensils:   Mixer 
    Ingredients:Turbojolt 
                Green Grass 

103 Relaxation Tea Leaves 
    Utensils:   Knife 
                Frying Pan 
    Ingredients:Red Grass 
                Orange Grass 
                Yellow Grass 
                Green Grass 
                Purple Grass 
                Blue Grass 
                Indigo Grass 
                Weed 

104 Elli Leaves 
    Utensils:   Seasoning:Sugar 
                Seasoning:Salt 
                Seasoning:Vinegar 
                Seasoning:Soy Sauce 
                Seasoning:Miso 
                Knife 
                Frying Pan 
                Oven 
                Pot 
    Ingredients:6 Types of Different Burnt Food 
                Bodigizer XL 
                Turbojolt XL 

105 Spring Sun 
    Utensils:   None 
    Ingredients:Blue Magic Red Flower 
                Red Magic Red Flower 
                Moondrop Flower 
                Pinkcat Flower 
                Toy Flower 

106 Summer Sun 
    Utensils:   None 
    Ingredients:Small Fish 
                Medium Fish 
                Large Fish 
                Fish Fossil 
                Pirate Treasure 

107 Autumn Sun 
    Utensils:   None 
    Ingredients:Cheese X 



                Mayonnaise X 
                X Egg 
                Milk X 
                Wool X 
                Yarn X 

108 Winter Sun 
    Utensils:   None 
    Ingredients:Alexandrite 
                Diamond 
                Emerald 
                Moonstone 
                Pink Diamond 
                Mythic Stone 
                Sand Rose 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

       /^^^^^^^^^\ 
(17.) | TV Shows* | 
       \_________/ 

To use the tv simply walk up to it and press "A". There are four stations. 
The Weather Channel, Upcoming Events Channel, Life On the Farm, and 
Miscellaneous. Press UP to getthe weather station, RIGHT to get the upcoming 
events station, DOWN to get the life on the farm station and LEFT to get the 
miscellaneous station. 

                                ____________________ 
(17a.                          |  ________________  | 
                               | /                \ | 
                               ||                  || 
                               || Weather Channel: || 
                               ||                  || 
                               ||                  || 
                               | \________________/ | 
                               |____________________| 

The weather channel tells you what the weather will be like on the next day. 
Thats pretty much all it does. The seasons have prety much the same weather 
with a few exceptions. These are the kinds of weather you can have and what 
seasons they will be in. 

Clear Day: Spring, Fall, and Winter 

Rainy Day: Spring, Summer, and Fall 

Hot Day: Summer 

Snowy Day: Winter 

Typhoon: Summer 

Snow Storm: Winter 



*Note: During a typhoon or snow storm you will not be able to leave your house, 
       so plan ahead! Put all of your animals inside, including your horse and 
       dog.  

                                 ____________________ 
(17b.)                          |  ________________  | 
                                | /                \ | 
                                ||                  || 
                                || Upcoming Events: || 
                                ||                  || 
                                ||                  || 
                                | \________________/ | 
                                |____________________| 

The upcoming events channel tells about all of the upcoming events. It will 
you all of the festivals going on during that season. It will also let you know 
when a festival is just a few days away. Towards the end of the season it will 
tell you that the season is almost over and that you should harvest your crops. 

                                 _____________________ 
(17c.)                          |  _________________  | 
                                | /                 \ | 
                                ||                   || 
                                || Life on the Farm: || 
                                ||                   || 
                                ||                   || 
                                | \_________________/ | 
                                |_____________________| 

The life on the farm channel is almost like a tutorial. It will tell you about 
things like the conrols, menus, taking care of your animals, the village, etc. 
This station can be very helpful if you are a beginner. 

                                 __________________ 
(17d.)                          |  ______________  | 
                                | /              \ | 
                                ||                || 
                                || Miscellaneous: || 
                                ||                || 
                                ||                || 
                                | \______________/ | 
                                |__________________| 

The miscellaneous station has MANY shows, some of which are helpful, and some 
of which are meant to be entertaining(but aren't). Here is a list of the shows 
and when they come on. 

-My Dear Princess 
On: Sundays 
Description: A story about a princess that gets kidnapped by a demon lord. 

-Fishing Hour 
On: Mondays 



Description: Fishing show where the host tells you about the kinds of fish you 
             can catch and where you catch them. 

-Dueling Chefs 
On: Tuesdays 
Description: Two chefs compete while making the same recipe and seeing who can 
             make it better. This show is useful, seeing as how it gives you 
             recipes(but so does this guide) 

-Aaron Changes 
On: Wednesdays 
Description: A story about a boyfriend and girlfriend that switch bodies. 

-Star Lily, Bandit Girl 
On: Thursdays 
Description: I think its about a bandit and a detective. I'm not sure. I can't 
             ever understand what's going on. 

-Mechabot Ultror 
On: Fridays 
Description: This is like a power rangers/transformers kinda show. Robots go 
             around fighting bad guys in this one. 

Ok this is where it gets kindof complicated. There are a few different shows 
that air on Saturdays. 

-Home Shopping Network: 
On: Saturdays 
Description: You buy stuff from it. 

The first one is the Home Shopping Network. On this show they advertise items 
you can buy. To buy the items go to the Inn after you have seen the item they 
are selling. Use the Phone by the register to order the item. Here is what you 
can order right when you start the game: 

Mirror: 
Cost: 1000g 
Use: Tells you if you are tired. 

Clock: 
Cost: 2000g 
Use: Tells you the exact time. 

>These are the items that you can buy after you get the first house extension. 

Shelves(Cabinet): 
Cost: 2500g 
Use: You can store items that you can't store in a refrigerator in it. 

Refrigerator: 
Cost: 2500g 
Use: You can store any kind of food in it. 

Kitchen: 
Cost: 4000g 
Use: You can use it to cook. 

These are cooking utencils that you can buy after you get the kitchen. 



Whisk: 
Cost: 500g
Use: Used to cook 

Rolling Pin: 
Cost: 750g

Oven:
Cost: 2500g 
Use: Used to cook 

Seasoning Set: 
Cost: 2500g 
Use: Used to cook 

Knife: 
Cost: 1500g 
Use: Used to cook 

Frying Pan: 
Cost: 1200g 
Use: Used to cook 

Pot: 
Cost: 1000g 
Use: Used to cook 

Mixer: 
Cost: 1200g 
Use: Used to cook 

>These are the items that you can buy after you get the second house extension. 

Big Bed: 
Cost: 10,000g 
Use: Required to get married. Your wife sleeps in it when you get married. 

Carpet: 5000g 
Use: Decoration 

Power Berry: 
Cost: 10000g 
Use: Increases your Maximum Stamina permanently by 5 points. 

-St. Emerald Academy 
On: Saturdays after you buy everything fromt the home shopping network.  
Description: It's about random girls who go to the school. It's put in a kindof 
             Law and Order type format. 

This is the last one that comes on during the last few and first few days of 
the year 

-New Year Gameshow/Harvest Goddess Game 

The New Year Gameshow is too boring and stupid for me to explain so I'm 



skipping that one. 

The Harvest Goddess Game will appear if you keep pressing right on the TV until 
it appears. It is a game you play with the Goddess. She gives you a number 
between 1 and 10 and you guess if the next one will be lower or higher. You 
will get different prizes depending on how many times you guess right in a row, 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

       /~~~~~~~~~\ 
(18.) | Foraging* | 
       \_________/ 

Foraging is the gathering of wild herbs and mushrooms. This will be a good 
money maker when you are low on money. You can get many different kinds of 
herbs and mushrooms in the mountain and on the beach. This is a list of the 
herbs and mushrooms you can find and where and when you can find them. 

Season/                 Name/                   Area/ 
^^^^^^                  ^^^^                    ^^^^ 
Spring                  Blue Grass              2 by the woodcutters house 
                                                1 by the hot spring 

                        Bamboo Shoots           3 By the lake 

                        Yellow Grass            2 on the beach 

                        Orange Grass            2 on the beach 

Summer                  Blue Grass              2 by woodcutters house 
                                                1 by hotspring 

                        Red Grass               2 hotspring, 1 by woodcutters 
                                                house, and 1 by lake 

                        Green Grass             1 by hotspring, 
                                                2 by lake 

                        Wild Grapes             1 By woodcutters house 
                                                1 by lake 

                        Purple Grass            4 on the beach 

Fall                    Apple                   3 by tree on farm 

                        Red Grass               1 by woodcutters house 
                                                2 by hotspring, 1 by lake 

                        Green Grass             1 by hotspring 
                                                2 by lake 

                        Mushroom                1 by woodcutters house 
                                                1 towards top of mothers hill 
                                                some behind church 



                        Poisonous Mushroom      1 by woodcutters house 

                        Truffle                 1 behind church 

Winter                  White Grass             1 by woodcutters house 
                                                1 behind church 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

       /~~~~~~~\ 
(19.) | Mining* | 
       \_______/ 

                           ___           ___ 
(19a.                     ()__)The Basics\__\ 
                            |               | 
                            |               | 

Mining is an important part of the game because you need it to fully progress 
in the game. When mining you can find useful ore, jewels you can sell, and even 
tools. 

~~ When you enter a mine you will see rocks and dirt. If you smash the rocks 
   with your hammer you will find ore, jewels, and even new tools(see TOOLS or 
   WINTER MINE section). If you till the dirt with your hoe you will find gold, 
   black grass, and stairs going down. 

~~ LEVELS 
   There is more than just one level in the mine. If you till the ground you 
   can find stairs going down. If you walk into them it will ask if you want to 
   go down or not. Obviously if you would like to go down choose "Yes". If you 
   go down to the next level you can go back up by walking into the stairs that 
   you went down on. NOTE: If you go back up the stairs it will automatically 
   take you back to the surface, it will not take you to the level before the 
   one you are on. You can find more rare and valuable items on the deeper 
   levels. As far as I know the mines go down to level 255. 

~~ SAVE/RELOAD TRICK 
   You may notice that when you are looking for items that are on the lower 
   levels, you are unable to get them because you get tired before you get to 
   the level the items are on. The first solution to this is to take Bodigizer, 
   Bodigizer XL, and Elli leaves with you 

(19b.                           ------------- 
                               / Spring Mine \ 
                               |_____|^|_____| 

The Spring Mine is located by the Hot Spring and Waterfall. This mine is where 
you get all of the ore you need to upgrade your tools. You can also get the ore 



you need to make you the cheese, mayonnaise, and yarn maker and the ore to make 
jewelery. You get all of these items by smashing the rocks with your hammer.  

There are also other items you can find in the stones that can prove useful but 
are hard to find. These items are the Goddess Jewels and the teleportation 
stone. You can also find a Power Berry by digging. 

                                ___     ___ 
                               /_\/\   /\/_\ 
                               \_/_/ORE\_\_/ 

Junk Ore 
Description: It looks like three little black stones that are stuck together. 
Use: The only use for these are to sell them, but I wouldn't recommend it 
     because it only sells for 1g. 

Copper Ore
Description: It is a bronze(copper) colored stone. 
Use: Use it to level up your tools to the copper level.(level 2) You can also 
     sell it. 
Found: On any level 

Silver Ore
Description: It is a silver colored stone. 
Use: Use it to level up your tools to the silver level.(level 3) You can also 
     sell it. 

Gold Ore 
Description: It is a gold colored stone. 
Use: Use it to level up your tools to the gold level.(level 4) You can also 
     sell it. 

Mystrile Ore 
Description: It is a bluish colored stone. 
Use: Use it to level up your tools to the Mystrile level.(level 5) You can also 
     sell it. 

Adamantite
Description: I can't remember what it looks like right now 
Use: Take it to the Blacksmith to get a Mayonnaise, Cheese, and Yarn Maker 
     made.

Orachalic 
Description: I can't remember what it looks like right now 
Use: Take it to the Blacksmith to get a Necklace, Earrings, Bracelot, or Broach 
     made.

                              _             , 
                             / \           /~~\ 
                             \_/Other Items\__/ 

Goddess Jewels 
Description: A pinkish colored oval shaped stone 
Use: Collect 9 to get the Goddess Gem, which you can use to increase your 
     stamina. 



Power Berry 
Description: Reddish Berry 
Use: Eat to permanently increase your max stamina by 5 points. 

Teleportation Stone 
Description: I have yet to see it so when I do I will let you know. 
Use: Use it to teleport to any part of the town. 

                       |__|                             |__| 
                       ||__| Levels Items are Found On |__|| 
                       | |__|                         |__| | 

Junk Ore                Any 
Copper Ore              Any 
Silver Ore              Any 
Gold Ore                3 and Below 
Mystrile Ore            5 and Below 
Adamantite              10 and Below 
Orachalic               10 and Below 
Goddess Jewels          60,102,123,152,155,171,190,202,222 
Power Berry             100 
Teleportation Stone     255 

(19c.                           ------------- 
                               / Winter Mine \ 
                               |_____|^|_____| 

The Winter Mine is located in the middle of the lake on Mother's Hill. You can 
only get to it during the Winter when the lake is frozen for you to walk on. In 
the Winter Mine you will be able to find Cursed tools, Jewels, and Kappa  
Jewels. 

Any jewel you find in the mine can be sold for a decent profit. 

                               _        ___ 
                              / \      /\/_\ 
                              \_/Jewels\/\_/ 

Agate
Description: Egg shaped stone that comes in multiple colors. 

Alexandrite 
Description: Coming Soon 

Amethyst 
Description: Square shaped stone that comes in multiple colors. 

Diamond 
Description: Its a diamond 

Emerald 
Description: Coming Soon 

Fluorite 



Description: Coming Soon 

Moon Stone
Description: Coming Soon 

Peridot 
Description: Coming Soon 

Pink Diamond 
Description: Its pink and its a diamond 

Ruby 
Description: Coming Soon 

Sand Rose 
Description: Coming Soon 

Kappa Jewels 
Description: Egg shaped green stone 
Note: If you gather all 9 Jewels you will receive the Kappa Gem, which you can 
      use to decrease your fatigue. 

Power Berry 
Description: Reddish Berry 
Use: Eat to permanently increase your max stamina by 5 points. 

                       |__|                             |__| 
                       ||__| Levels Items are Found On |__|| 
                       | |__|                         |__| | 

Agate           All floors except 50,100,150,200 
Alexandrite     Floors 50,100,150,200,251 and below 
Amethyst        All floors except 50,100,150,200 
Diamond         Floors that end in 0(10,20,30, etc) 
Emerald         Floors that end in 5(5,15,25, etc) 
Fluorite        All floors except 50,100,150,200 
Moon Stone      Floors that end in 8(8,18,28, etc) 
Peridot         All floors except 50,100,150,200 
Pink Diamond    Floors 30,70,90,110,130,170,190,255 
Ruby            All floors except 50,100,150,200 
Sand Rose       Floors that end in 9(9,19,29, etc) 
Kappa Jewels    0,40,60,80,120,140,160,180,255 
Power Berry     19 

~~~Cursed Tools 

Cursed Fishing Rod      29 
Cursed Hoe              39 
Cursed Ax               49 
Cursed Hammer           59 
Cursed Watering Can     69 
Cursed Sickle           79 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 



(20.)                   -========================----- 
                       J   '------'   '------'   \_(\/ 
                                 Fishing             'o 

Fishing can be helpful. When you catch fish you can sale them, eat them, and 
cook them. In order to fish you must get the fishing pole from Zack first. 

(20a.                       ___              ___ 
                         |\/  .\            /.  \/| 
                         |/\___/Fishing Faqs\___/\| 

-To Fish you need to equip your fishing pole. Then you need to stand next to 
 the water and use the fishing pole. 

-When the hook goes into the water you will see the bobber on the surface of 
 the water. When the bobber shakes and your character jerks, quickly press the 
 "B" button. If you press it at the right time, you will catch something. 

-You will not always catch fish. Sometimes you will catch garbage. 

-The higher the level of the fishing pole, the bigger the fish you can catch. 

                           ___               ___ 
(20b.                   |\/\\.\Types of Fish/.==\/| 
                        |/\\\\/             \===/\| 

There are many types of fish. Some fish can only be caught in certain seasons, 
some can only be caught with a certain level on the fishing pole, and some can 
only be caught in certain parts of the river and sea. 

The parts of the river and sea are: 

Lake: The lake on Mother's Hill 
Upstream: The part of the river on Mother's hill 
Waterfall: The pond by the Hotspring and Spring Mine 
Downstream: Any part of the river that isn't on Mother's Hill 
Sea: The sea is on the beach 

Here is a list of all of the fish and where, when, and with what level of the 
fishing pole you can catch them: 

____________            ______          ____            _____________ 
Type of Fish\           Season\         Area\           Level of Pole\ 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^           ^^^^^^^         ^^^^^           ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
Rock Trout              Spr,Win         Sea                     3 
Scad                    Spr,Sum,Aut     Sea                     3 
Fatminnow               All             Lake,Upstream           1 
Cherry Salmon           Sum,Aut         Lake,Upstream           1 
Pigfish                 Spr,Sum         Sea                     3 
Sardine                 All             Sea                     1 
Moutain Trout           Spr,Sum,Aut     Upstream                4 
Whitefish               All             Downstream,Waterfall    2 
Eel                     Sum,Aut         Downstream              5 
Bitterling              All             Downstream              1 
Bonito                  Sum,Aut         Sea                     5 



Fluke                   Aut,Win         Sea                     4 
Filefish                Win             Sea                     2 
Golden Carp             Spr,Sum,Aut     Downstream,Waterfall    1 
Silver Carp             Spr,Sum,Aut     Downstream,Waterfall    2 
Kelp Bass               Aut,Win         Sea                     4 
Bighead                 All             Downstream              5 
Salmon                  Sum,Aut         Downstream              4 
Mackeral                Aut,Win         Sea                     4 
Needlefish              Spr             Sea                     3 
Sp. Mackeral            Spr,Win         Sea                     5 
Saury Pike              Aut             Sea                     3 
Dorado                  Spr,Sum,Aut     Sea                     5 
Red Snapper             Spr,Sum,Autc    Sea                     5 
Cad                     Win             Sea                     4 
Roach                   Spr,Aut         Downstream              1 
Brown Hackeling         Win,Sum         Downstream              1 
Rainbow Trout           All             Lake,Upstream           5 
Silver Carp             All             Downstream              5 
Sandfish                Win             Sea                     1 
Flounder                All             Sea                     5 
Blowfish                Win             Sea                     4 
Black Bass              Spr,Sum,Aut     All But Sea             4 
Yellowtail              Sum,Win         Sea                     5 
Bluegill                Spr,Sum,Aut     All But Sea             1 
Crucian Carp            All             Lake,Waterfall          4 
Greenling               Win,Spr         Sea                     3 
Tuna                    All             Sea                     5 
Ocean Sunfish           Spr,Sum,Aut     Sea                     5 
Lionfish                All             Sea                     2 
Rockfish                Spr,Aut         Sea                     2 
Lake Salmon             Spr,Aut         Upstream                2 
Snakehead               Sum,Aut         Downstream,Waterfall    5 
Lake Smelt              Win             Downstream,Waterfall    1 

There are some fish on here which can be caught in different seasons other than 
the ones listed. I just haven't figured all of them out yet. 

                                        , ,  , 
                                ________|\/\/|  
(20c.                      |\  /              \ 
                           | \/              O \ 
                           | /\   King  Fish _ / 
                           |/  \______________/ 

King Fish are the legendary fish of Mineral Town. They are so large that when 
you catch them, you can't even take them with you, so you make a print of it. 
There are 6 King Fish. You cant't just go out and catch these fish anytime you 
want. There are certain requirements you must meet for each fish. The first 
requirement you need to catch all of them is to have the cursed or blessed 
Fishing Pole. Here is a list of the King fish, their requirements, and where/ 
when you can catch them. 

Name/           Requirements/                   Area/Season to Catch Them/ 
^^^^            ^^^^^^^^^^^^                    ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
Catfish         None                            Waterfall/Maybe Winter 



Monkfish        None                            Sea/Spr,Win 10pm-8am 

Jp. Hutchen     Cook Sushi, Sashimi,            Downstream/Anytime 
                and Grilled Fish 

Carp            Ship 200 fish                   Lake/Spr,Sum,Aut 

Squid           Trow a small fish in            Sea/Anytime 
                the water to use as 
                bait before you cast 
                your line. 

Coelacanth      Catch the other 5               In the pond on the 9th floor 
                Kingfish                        of the Winter Mine/Winter 

                        __                       _____ 
(20d.                 _|`~|Other Catchable Items()_$_ ) 
                     (____|                     |_|_$_| 

There are a few other items that you can catch that aren't fish. Most of the 
items are garbage like cans, shoes, fish bones, and sticks. Other items can 
help you. Here is a list of the items and the requirements to catch them. 

Power Berry 
Description: Increases your Max Stamina permanently by 5 points when you eat 
             it. 
Requirements: Fish with the level 5 fishing Pole off of the pier on the beach. 

Fossil of Fish 
Description: It is a fossil of a fish that you can sell for 5000g 
Requirements: Fish with the level 5 fishing Pole off of the pier on the beach 
              during the Fall. 

Treasure Chest 
Description: It is a chest with treasure in it that you can sell for 10000g 
Requirements: Fish with the level 5 fishing pole off of the pier on the beach 
              during the Summer. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

                         |_|                      |_| 
(21.)                   /| |\                    /| |\ 
                        \|_| Shippable Items List\|_| 
                         | |\                     | |\ 
                        \|_|/                    \|_|/ 
                         | |                      | | 

These are the items that you can ship and the amount of money you will get for 
them when you ship them: 

Name/                   Selling Price/ 
^^^^                    ^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 



Turnip                  60 
Potato                  80 
Cucumber                60 
Cabbage                 250 
Strawberries            30 
Tomato                  60 
Corn                    100 
Onion                   80 
Pineapple               500 
Pumpkin                 250 
Eggplant                80 
Carrot                  60 
Sweet Potato            120 
Green Pepper            40 
Spinach                 80 

Regular Egg             50 
Good Egg                60 
High Quality Egg        80 
Golden Egg              150/100 
P Egg                   180 
X Egg                   350 
Spa-Boiled Egg          50 
Mayonnaise S            100 
Mayonnaise M            150 
Mayonnaise L            200 
Mayonnaise G            300 
Mayonnaise P            450 
Mayonnaise X            800 
Milk S                  100 
Milk M                  150 
Milk L                  200 
Milk G                  300 
Milk P                  500 
Milk X                  800 
Cheese S                300 
Cheese M                400 
Cheese L                500 
Cheese G                600 
Cheese P                750 
Cheese X                1500 

Apple                   50 
SUGDW Apple             100 
HMSGB Apple             100 
AEPFE Apple             100 
Honey                   50 
Bamboo Shoots           50 
Wild Grapes             50 
Mushroom                70 
Poisonous Mushroom      100 
Truffle                 500 
Blue Grass              100 
Green Grass             100 
Red Grass               110 
Yellow Grass            120 
Orange Grass            100 
Purple Grass            120 
Indigo Grass            100 
Black Grass             10 



White Grass             150 
Relaxation Tea Leaves   1000 

Chocolate               100 
Small Fish              50 
Medium Fish             120 
Large Fish              200 
Pirate Treasure         10000 
Fish Fossil             5000 
Red Magic Grass         100 

Wool S                  100 
Wool M                  400 
Wool L                  500 
Wool G                  600 
Wool P                  1000 
Wool X                  2000 
Yarn S                  300 
Yarn M                  700 
Yarn L                  800 
Yarn G                  1000 
Yarn P                  1500 
Yarn X                  4000 

Bracelot                2000 
Necklace                2000 
Earrings                2000 
Broach                  2000 
Junk Ore                1 
Copper Ore              15 
Silver Ore              20 
Gold Ore                25 
Mystrile Ore            40 
Orichalic               50 
Adamantite              50 
Mythic Stone            20000 
Pink Diamond            10000 
Alexandrite             10000 
Moon Stone              55 
Sand Rose               60 
Diamond                 100 
Emerald                 80 
Ruby                    78 
Topaz                   75 
Peridot                 68 
Fluorite                65 
Agate                   62 
Amethyst                60 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

       /^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^\ 
(22.) | Character Events* | 
       \_________________/ 

This is a compilation of all of the random events that happen in this game. 



(22a.)                     /\/\            /\/\ 
                           \  /Heart Events\  / 
                            \/              \/ 

A heart event occurs when a girls heart affection for you is at a certain 
level. Here is a list of the Heart events you must see in order to marry each 
of the girls, I will not tell you what happens(so I don't spoil it for you), 
I will only tell you when and where to see it. 

()Ann() 

Black Heart Event: 
Go to the 2nd floor of the Inn on a Spring night. 

Purple Heart Event: 
Go to the 2nd floor of the Inn between 10am and 1pm on a Wednesday, Thursday, 
Friday, or Saturday 

Blue Heart Event: 
Go to the Inn on Monday or Friday between noon and 7pm 

Yellow Heart Event: 
Go to the Inn on Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday, or Sunday between 10am and 7pm. 

()Karen() 

Black Heart Event: 
Go to the supermarket on Wednesday or Friday between 10am and 1pm. You also 
have to have an empty slot in the Tools section of your rucksack 

Purple Heart Event: 
Go to the supermarket between 10am and 1pm 

Blue Heart Event: 
Go to the supermarket between 10am and 1pm 

Yellow Heart Event: 
Go to the supermarket Monday, Thursday, or Saturday between 10am and 1pm 

()Elli() 

Black Heart Event: 
Go to the Clinic on a Monday or Wednesday after 9am. 

Purple Heart Event: 
Go to the clinic on Thursday, Saturday, or Sunday between 9am and 7pm 

Blue Heart Event: 
Go to Ellen's house on Wednesday between 9am and 1pm 

Yellow Heart Event: 
Go to the Beach on Wednesday between 9am and 6pm 

()Mary() 



Black Heart Event: 
Go to the Library between 10am and 4pm 

Purple Heart Event: 
Go to the Library on Thursday, Saturday, or Sunday between 10am and 4pm 

Blue Heart Event: 
Go to the peak of Mother's Hill on Monday between noon and 5pm. Don't forget to 
have an empty slot in your rucksack 

Yellow Heart Event: 
Go to Basil's house on Monday between 10am and 1pm 

()Popuri()

Black Heart Event: 
Walk from your farm towards the village between 10am and 6pm on a Wednesday or 
Friday 

Purple Heart Event: 
She will come by and visit your farm one morning 

Blue Heart Event: 
Go to the Church on Sunday between 10am and 1pm 

Yellow Heart Event: 
Go to the poultry farm between 10am and 1pm 

(22b.)                       \\//            \\// 
                             \\//Rival Events\\// 
                              /\              /\ 
                         

These are the events that you must witness between a girl and the rival guy for 
you in order for them to get married. I am only going to tell you when and 
where to see it, not what happens. In order to trigger these events her heart 
level for you can no be higher than Purple. After the last Rival event occurs 
they will automatically get married a week later. 

<>Ann and Cliff<> 

1st Event:
Go to the 2nd floor of the Inn on a Spring night on the first year only 

2nd Event:
Church between 11am and 4pm on the first year only 

3rd Event:
It has to be at least the 2nd year in the game, go to Doug's Inn on a Saturday 
between 11am and 1pm 

Last Event: 
It has to be at least the 4th year in the game, go to the Winery Storehouse 
between 10am and 1pm. 



<>Karen and Rick<> 

1st Event:
Leave the Spring Mine on a sunny Wednesday, Thursday, Friday or Saturday 
between 11:00 am and 6:00 pm 

2nd Event:
Walk out of Gotz's house on a sunny Sunday or Monday between 11am and 6pm 

3rd Event:
It has to be at least the 2nd year, go to the Goddess' Pond area and go into 
the Spring Mine. When you exit you might trigger this event between 11am and 
6pm on a sunny Wednesday or Friday 

Last Event: 
It has to be at least the 4th year, go into the Poultry Farm shop between 1pm 
and 4pm and then exit outside to start the event. Popuri has to be married 
(to either Kai or yourself) before this will trigger. You can see this event 
on Tuesday, Thursday, or Saturday. 

<>Elli and the Docor<> 

1st Event:
Go to the clinic on Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday 

2nd Event:
Go to Ellen's house on Monday between 9am and 7pm 

3rd Event:
It has to be at least the 2nd year in the game, go to the Clinic on Thursday 
between 9am and 7pm 

Last Event: 
It has to be at least the 4th year, go to Mineral Beach on a Wednesday between 
7pm and 10pm. The weather must be sunny 

<>Mary and Gray<> 

1st Event:
Go to Saibara's blacksmith shop between 10am and 1pm. 

2nd Event:
Go to the Library between 1pm and 4pm when Gray's there 

3rd Event:
It has to be at least the 2nd year in the game, walk up to the peak of Mother's 
Hill between 7am and 10am. The weather has to be sunny. 

Last Event: 
It has to be at least the 4th year, go to the Library between 1pm and 4pm 

<>Popuri and Kai<> 

1st Event:
Summer season only, go to Mineral Beach between 3pm and 4pm on a sunny day 

2nd Event:



Summer season, go to Mineral Beach between 9am and 7pm on a sunny Tuesday, 
Thursday, or Saturday 

3rd Event:
Summer season, it has to be at least the  2nd year, go to Mineral Beach on a 
Sunday between 2pm and 4pm on a sunny day. 

Last Event: 
It has to be at least the 4th year, go to the Chicken Ranch in the Summer 
between 11:30am and 4:00pm 

(22c.)                 ////Random Character Events\\\\ 

I've been in such a hurry making this thing that I haven't had time to collect 
all of the events so this section is: 

                  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!COMING SOON!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

       /^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^\ 
(23.) | Miscellaneous Stuff* | 
       \____________________/ 

This is the stuff that I didn't feel like making a full section for so I just 
put it here. 

(23a.)                       ,                , 
                            /~~\Power Berries/~~\ 
                            \__/             \__/ 

Power Berries are little red fruits that you can eat to permanently increase 
your max stamina by 5 points. There are 10 of them including 1 secret berry. 
Here is a list of where you can find all of them. 

-You can find it by digging in your field with your hoe 
-You receive it from the Harvest Goddess by giving her a gift everyday for 11 
 days straight 
-You get it by winning the Horse Race 
-You get it by buying it with Horse medals at the Horse Race 
-You get it by Winning the Beach Day festival 
-You get it behind the Winter Mine 
-You dig it up with your hoe on Level 19 of the Winter Mine 
-You dig it up with your how on Level 100 of the Spring Mine 
-You fish it out of the sea with the level 5 fishing pole 
-You buy it off of the Shopping Network 

 ,                   , 
/BB\Blue Power Berry/BB\ 
\BB/                \BB/ 



 ^^                  ^^ 

If you throw a cucumber in the left side of the lake, once a day, for ten days 
straight, on the last day he will offer you the mysterious blue power berry to 
leave him alone. The power berry permanently increases the maximum amount of 
fatigue you can get by 50 points. 
  

(23b.)                      __                 __ 
                           /  \Jewels of Truth/  \ 
                           \__/               \__/ 

A Jewel of truth is a silver looking pearl. If you collect 9 of them you will 
receive the truth Gem. The truth Gem tells you how much Stamina and Fatigue you 
have. Here is a list of where you can find them. 

-Press "A" while facing the back of your dog's house 
-Press "A" while facing the water bin in your horses barn 
-Exchange horse medals at the horse race to get one 
-Buy it from Won 
-Press "A" while facing the lamppost between the Church and the Square 
-Press "A" while facing one of the bookshelves on the 2nd level of the library 
-Play the "New Year's Game show on the tv in the Town Cottage gotz builds for 
 you 
-Drops from the Calendar in the Mountain Cottage your wife gives you on your 
 50th anniversery 
-Take the other 8 to the Mayor's house and Press "A" while facing his 
 refrigerator 

(23c.)                         $Wons Shop$ 

Won will show up at your farm within the first couple of days of the game. 
He will tell you that he is running a shop at Zack's house. He will sell you 
items that you will not be able to find anywhere else: 

Ball(For your dog when he is full grown)-500g 
Frisbee(For your dog when he is full grown)-5000g 
Jewel of Truth-50000g 

-------*The rest are seeds. 

Cabbage-500g 
Pineapple-1000g 
Green Pepper-150g 
Moondrop-500g 
Pink Cat-300g 
Magic-600g
Toy Flower-400g 

*There are other items that you will be able to buy from him. He will come to 
 your house at the beginning of each season and try to sell you certain items: 



 Special Apples:(There is nothing special about these apples other than you can 
                 make certain recipes with them and they are on the Shippable 
                 Items List.) 
                SUGDW Apple-500g 
                AEPFE Apple-500g 
                HMSBG Apple-500g 

 Vase:(You can only purchase this after you have upgrades your house at least 
       once. You can put flowers in it) 
      -5000g 

 Blue Feather:(There is no reason to buy this from him because you can get the 
               same thing at the Supermarket for a fraction of the price.) 
              -10000g 

 >>>>>>I will add more to this section whenever I think of what to add.<<<<<< 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(24.)            What Should I Have Accomplished by the year....? 

This section is kindof a checklist of things to have done by the end of each 
year, depending on if you are a beginner or experienced. This section is  
dedicated to JESSICA HOPPER for coming up with the idea for this section. I 
thought this section was such a great idea I am thinking about making a faq 
page about it and submitting it. I will list how many animals, upgrades, 
recipes, etc, etc, etc you should have by the end of each year: 

(24a.) ~End of Year 1~ 

Beginner: 
You've never played before and are still trying to figure it out. 

-Large Rucksack 
-1st house upgrade 
-2 Chickens 
-1 Cow 
-1 Sheep 
-Dog with at least 4 hearts 
-Horse with at least 6 hearts(required to keep horse at beginning of year 2) 
-Cabinet 
-Fishing Pole 
-Basket 
-1 of the 9 Power Berries 
-Decided which girl you want to marry 
-Have around 25,000g 

Moderate: 
You've played before, maybe you've played other Harvest Moon games, you still 
aren't the best at it though. 



-Large Rucksack 
-1st House Extension 
-Chicken Coop Extension 
-4 chickens 
-3 cows 
-1 sheep 
-Dog with at least 6 Hearts 
-Horse with at least 8 Hearts 
-Kitchen 
-Cabinet 
-Refrigerator 
-Fishing Pole 
-Caught 10 of the 44 fish 
-Basket 
-3 of the 9 Power Berries 
-Befriended some of the Harvest Sprites and have them working for you 
-Decided which girl you want to marry and have her at a blue heart 
-Have around 50,000g 

Experienced: 
You know what you are doing, you've played this game more than once, you know 
just about all there is to know about it. 

-Large Rucksack 
-2nd House Extension 
-Chicken Coop Extension 
-Barn Extension 
-8 chickens 
-6 cows 
-4 sheep 
-Dog with at least 8 Hearts 
-Horse with at least 8 Hearts 
-Kitchen 
-Some of the Cooking Utensils 
-At least a few basic recipes 
-Cabinet 
-Refrigerator 
-Mirror 
-Clock 
-Fishing Pole 
-Caught 25 of the 44 fish 
-At least 1 King Fish 
-Basket 
-Some, if not, all of the cursed tools 
-5 of the 9 Power Berries 
-Befriended some of the Harvest Sprites and have them working for you 
-Decided which girl you want to marry and have her at a Yellow heart 
-Have at least 100,000g 

VERY EXPERIENCED: 
You know everything about this game, you know all of the shortcuts to getting 
stuff done, you could even make a guide if you felt like it... 

-Large Rucksack 
-2nd House Extension 
-Chicken Coop Extension 
-Barn Extension 



-Maybe the bathroom(its really a shower) 
-8 chickens 
-Win the Chicken Festival 
-8 cows 
-4 sheep 
-Dog with all Hearts 
-Horse with all Hearts 
-Kitchen 
-Most, if not, all of the Cooking Utensils 
-A good number of recipes 
-Cabinet 
-Refrigerator 
-Mirror 
-Clock 
-Big Bed 
-Fishing Pole 
-Caught 35 of the 44 fish 
-At least 2 King Fish 
-Basket 
-Some, if not, all of the cursed tools, maybe even some blessed. 
-7 of the 9 Power Berries 
-Befriended most of the Harvest Sprites and have them working for you 
-Decided which girl you want to marry and have her at a Orange, or red heart 
-Have at least 200,000g 

(24b.) ~End of Year 2~ 

This is what you should have acquired in year 2 

Beginner: 
You've never played before and are still trying to figure it out. 

-Chicken Coop Extension 
-Barn Extension 
-6 Chickens 
-4 Cows 
-2 Sheep 
-Dog with at least 6 hearts 
-Horse with at least 8 hearts 
-Caught 15 of the 44 fish 
-Some of the cursed tools 
-Refrigerator 
-3 of the 9 Power Berries 
-Decided which girl you want to marry and have her at least blue heart 
-Have around 100,000g 

Moderate: 
You've played before, maybe you've played other Harvest Moon games, you still 
aren't the best at it though. 

-2nd House Extension 
-Chicken Coop Extension 
-Barn Extension 
-6 chickens 
-5 cows 
-2 sheep 
-Dog with at least 8 Hearts 
-Horse with at least 10 Hearts 



-Mirror 
-Clock 
-Some, if not, all of the cooking utensils 
-Caught 20 of the 44 fish 
-Some, if not all of the cursed tools 
-5 of the 9 Power Berries 
-Befriended most of the Harvest Sprites and have them working for you 
-Decided which girl you want to marry and have her at a yellow heart 
-Have around 150,000g 

Experienced: 
You know what you are doing, you've played this game more than once, you know 
just about all there is to know about it. 

-Bathroom 
-8 chickens 
-Win Chicken Festival (every year you participate from now on) 
-Win the horse race (every year you participate from now on) 
-Win the Cow festival (every year you participate from now on) 
-Win the Sheep festival (every year you participate from now on) 
-8 cows 
-4 sheep 
-Dog with all Hearts 
-Horse with all Hearts 
-Win Horse Race 
-All of the Cooking Utensils 
-Carpet 
-A good number of recipes 
-Caught 35 of the 44 fish 
-At least 3 King Fish 
-All of the cursed tools with some blessed 
-7 of the 9 Power Berries 
-Befriended some of the Harvest Sprites and have them working for you 
-Already married or getting ready to 
-Have at least 300,000g 

VERY EXPERIENCED: 
You know everything about this game, you know all of the shortcuts to getting 
stuff done, you could even make a guide if you felt like it... 

-bathroom 
-Win the cooking festival(every year you participate from now on) 
-Win the horse race (every year you participate from now on) 
-Win the Cow festival (every year you participate from now on) 
-Win the Sheep festival (every year you participate from now on) 
-all of the Cooking Utensils 
-Most, if not all of the recipes 
-Carpet 
-Caught All of the 44 fish 
-All King Fish 
-have all blessed tools, some, if not, all mythic 
-All 9 Power Berries 
-Befriended all of the Harvest Sprites and have them working for you 
-Married 
-Have a son or pregnant wife 
-Have at least 500,000g 



(24c.) ~End of year 3~ 

Beginner: 
You've never played before and are still trying to figure it out. 

-2nd house extension 
-8 Chickens 
-6 Cows 
-3 Sheep 
-Dog with all hearts 
-Horse with all hearts 
-Caught 25 of the 44 fish 
-Some, if not all, of the cursed tools 
-Mirror 
-Clock 
-5 of the 9 Power Berries 
-Decided which girl you want to marry and have her at least yellow heart 
-Have around 200,000g 

Moderate: 
You've played before, maybe you've played other Harvest Moon games, you still 
aren't the best at it though. 

-Bathroom 
-8 chickens 
-Win the horse race (every year you participate from now on) 
-Win the Cow festival (every year you participate from now on) 
-Win the Sheep festival (every year you participate from now on) 
-8 cows 
-4 sheep 
-Dog with all Hearts 
-Horse all Hearts 
-Carpet 
-all of the cooking utensils 
-Caught 30 of the 44 fish 
-All of the cursed tools 
-2 King fish 
-7 of the 9 Power Berries 
-Befriended all of the Harvest Sprites and have them working for you 
-Married, or about to get married 
-Have around 400,000g 

Experienced: 
You know what you are doing, you've played this game more than once, you know 
just about all there is to know about it. 

-Win Cooking Festival (every year you participate from now on) 
-Most if not all, of recipes 
-Caught all of the 44 fish 
-At least 5 King Fish 
-All of the blessed tools, some mythic 
-All 9 Power Berries 
-Befriended all of the Harvest Sprites and have them working for you 
-Have a son or pregnant wife 
-Have at least 750,000g 



VERY EXPERIENCED: 
You know everything about this game, you know all of the shortcuts to getting 
stuff done, you could even make a guide if you felt like it... 

-all tools mythic 
-Have a son 
-Have at least 1,000,000g 

(24d.) ~End of Year 4~ 

Beginner: 
You've never played before and are still trying to figure it out. 

-Bathroom 
-Win the cooking festival(every year you participate from now on) 
-Win the horse race (every year you participate from now on) 
-Win the Cow festival (every year you participate from now on) 
-Win the Sheep festival (every year you participate from now on) 
-8 Cows 
-4 Sheep 
-Caught 35 of the 44 fish 
-all of the cursed tools 
-Carpet 
-7 of the 9 Power Berries 
-Married, or about to be 
-Have around 500,000g 

Moderate: 
You've played before, maybe you've played other Harvest Moon games, you still 
aren't the best at it though. 

-Win cooking festival (every year you paritcipate fron now on) 
-Caught all 44 fish 
-All, blessed tools, some mytic 
-5 King fish 
-All 9 Power Berries 
-Have a son, or pregnant wife 
-Have around 750,000g 

Experienced: 
You know what you are doing, you've played this game more than once, you know 
just about all there is to know about it. 

-All King Fish 
-All mythic tools 
-Have a son 
-Have at least 1,000,000g 

VERY EXPERIENCED: 
You know everything about this game, you know all of the shortcuts to getting 
stuff done, you could even make a guide if you felt like it... 



-Son walking 
-Have at least 2,000,000g 

(24e.) ~End of Year 5~ 

Beginner: 
You've never played before and are still trying to figure it out. 

-Caught All of the 44 fish 
-all of the blesse tools, some mythic 
-All 9 Power Berries 
-Have a son, or pregnant wife 
-Have around 750,000g 

Moderate: 
You've played before, maybe you've played other Harvest Moon games, you still 
aren't the best at it though. 

-All mythic tools 
-All King fish 
-Have a son 
-Have around 1,000,000g 

Experienced: 
You know what you are doing, you've played this game more than once, you know 
most of what there is to know about it. 

-Son Walking 
-Have at least 2,000,000g 

VERY EXPERIENCED: 
You know everything about this game, you know all of the shortcuts to getting 
stuff done, you could even make a guide if you felt like it... 

-Besides the extra houses you can get, you should be 99% done 

(24f.)        Conclusion 

I am going to stop at year 5 because you get the point. 

You techniquely can't finish the game until at least year 50 because of the 
Mountain Cottage, but I'm going to ignore that and say this is what you need 
to basicly say that you finished the Game: 

-Large Rucksack 
-2nd House Extension 
-Chicken Coop Extension 
-Barn Extension 
-bathroom 
-8 chickens 
-8 cows 
-4 sheep 



-A field of grass 
-Have all three makers 
-All animals with full hearts producing p size products 
-Dog with all Hearts 
-Horse with all Hearts 
-Everything you can buy off of the Shopping Network 
-All of recipes 
-Fishing Pole 
-Caught All 44 fish 
-All King Fish 
-Basket 
-All mythic tools 
-All Power Berries 
-The Blue Power Berry 
-Befriended most of the Harvest Sprites and have them working for you 
-Married 
-Son grown as much as possible 
-The town cottage 
-Shipped All shippable items 

I'm sure I'm missing a few things but this is basically it. 

If you are wondering how I am doing... well I just started a new game and am 
at the beginning of winter in year 1. Here is what I have. 

-2nd House Extension 
-Chicken Coop Extension 
-Barn Extension 
-8 Chickens 
-6 Cows 
-4 Sheep 
-Won Chicken Festival 
-Dog with 8 hearts 
-Horse with 8 hearts 
-6 Power berries and the Blue Power Berry 
-All cursed tools, a few blessed 
-Large Rucksack 
-Kitchen 
-Most of the Cooking Utensils 
-16 recipes 
-Cabinet 
-Refrigerator 
-Mirror 
-Clock 
-Big Bed 
-Fishing Pole 
-Caught 37 of the 44 fish 
-1 King Fish 
-Basket 
-Befriended 5 Harvest Sprites and have them working for me 
-Karen with a red heart, getting ready to get married 
-Have 257,126g 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

       /^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^\ 



(25.) | Frequently Asked Questions* | 
       \___________________________/ 

These are in no certain order, i just put them down as i remembered them. 

-Q:I need to see the blue heart event for <insert name> but now she is at 
  green. Can I still see it? 

A:Yes, her heart doesn't need to be that color for you to see that heart event 
  it just has to be that color or higher. 

-Q: All of the girls got married and I'm still single! WHAT DO I DO? 

A: Sucks for you, once a girl is married, she stays married. The only one left 
   for you to marry is the hardest one to marry, the Harvest Goddess. 

-Q: Where are those little people....the Harvest Sprites? I can't find them... 

A: There is a path to the left of the entrance to the church. If you follow it, 
   you will find their house. There is also a map in this guide showing where 
   they are. 

-Q: How do you get the Harvest Sprites to help on your farm? 

A: Befriend them, give them gifts. If they like you, they will come. 

-Q: There is a dog outside attacking my cows!!! Where did he come from? 

A: It is a wild dog, you will find them on your farm sometimes. They will 
   attack your animals if they are not in a fence. Your dog will chase them 
   away, or you can just come back later and he will be gone. 

               !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!MORE COMING SOON!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

       /^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^\ 
(26.) | Linking Between HM:FOMH and HM:AWL* | 
       \___________________________________/ 

                  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!COMING SOON!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

       /^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^\ 
(27.) | Contact Information* | 



       \____________________/ 

You can email me at awall114686@aol.com or awall114686@hotmail.com 

I will gladly accept email from anyone about this game. If you send me an email 
you must put "Harvest Moon" or anything to let me know its about this guide in 
the subject box. I will not open the email unless there is a subject. If I 
recieve spam, chain letters, or flame mail from your email I will block you 
from my email. 

You can email me questions, comments, helpful hints,suggestions, information 
I have not included in the guide yet, or just about anything concerning this 
game.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

       /^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^\ 
(28.) | Special Thanks* | 
       \_______________/ 

To my Grandmother for buying me the Gameboy. Nintendo for making it. Me for 
buying this game for myself. Natsume for making it. The creators of Gamefaqs 
for making this site. 

Also to Jessica Hopper for the idea of the What Should I Have By This Year...  
section, Lovely Kitten for tv show info, Ashlee J for correcting some of my 
mistakes, and the many people who have asked for my help. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

       /^^^^^^^^^^^^\ 
(29.) | Legal Stuff* | 
       \____________/ 

Copyright 2005 ANTHONY WOOD 

This guide may not be reproduced in any way except for personal, private use. 
It may not be placed on any website not posted on this guide. Use of this guide 
on a website without permission is prohibited, and a violation of Copyright. 

Harvest Moon, and Harvest Moon: Friends of Mineral Town are Trademarks of 
Natsume. 
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